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Baseball season opens despite weather, pg. 7 
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Reagan, Canadians 
eye acid rain treaty 
OTTAWA (AP) - President Reagan said yester- 
day there are "no Quick and easy answers" for 
curbing acid rain. But he agreed to consider a 
Canadian proposal for a treaty requiring lower 
pollution levels by an agreed date. 
Reagan made his surprise offer in a speech to 
Parliament after Canadian Prime Minister Brian 
Mulroney told the same audience, "In this matter, 
time is not our ally but our enemy. The longer we 
delay, the greater the cost." 
The agreement to consider holding negotiations 
on the issue allowed the two leaders to wind up a 
24-hour visit by Reagan on an upbeat note. 
Earlier, both sides predicted there would be no 
agreements, and U.S. officials said privately that 
a treaty was not the correct way to combat 
pollution, particularly since various technologies 
are being explored to fight it. 
Calling acid rain a two-nation problem requir- 
ing a two-nation solution, Mulroney said: "I 
urgently invite the United States administration 
and the American Congress to join with this 
Parliament and the government of Canada in 
concluding a firm, bilateral accord which will 
provide a North American solution to acid rain." 
Reagan, departing from his prepared text in his 
speech minutes later, said he had "agreed to 
consider" Mulroney's proposal, "building on the 
tradition of agreements to control pollution of our 
shared interior waters," referring to the Great 
Lakes. 
HE SAID they also "s-jreed to inject new 
impetus" to talks on Canada's disputed claim of 
sovereignty in the icy Northwest Passage. 
In their meetings earlier, Mulroney used a globe 
in his office to press his case that Canada owns the 
passageway through the Arctic Ocean. 
The United States recognizes a 12-mile Ca- 
nadian coastal jurisdiction but insists the water- 
way is an international strait through which other 
countries are entitled to passage. 
On another sensitive issue between the two 
countries, the president promised to work for the 
success of free-trade negotiations eliminating 
tariff and non-tariff barriers between the United □ See Canada, page 5. 
New classes may be added 
Faculty Senate votes today on cultural diversity requirement 
by Linda Hoy 
staff reporter 
A fifth general education re- 
quirement may be added for 
students if Faculty Senate votes 
today to study the possibility of 
developing courses in cultural 
diversity. 
The senate will vote at its 2:30 
p.m. meeting on a resolution 
recommending the establish- 
ment of a fifth requirement 
which would be in cultural diver- 
sity. 
The resolution also recom- 
mends the establishment of a 
University-wide committee to 
study the feasibility of imple- 
menting another requirement 
and the courses that will go 
under it. 
Courses under such a require- 
ment may study the American 
Indian, Latino culture, minority 
literature, or black music and 
theater, said Beth Casey, direc- 
tor of the Center for Academic 
Options. 
If added, the fifth general edu- 
cation requirement would prob- 
ably be titled "American 
Cultural Diversity," Casey said. 
"In time, I am quite optimistic that we 
will be able to implement (the 
requirement in cultural diversity)." 
— Kendall Baker 
Genevieve Stang, Faculty Sen- 
ate secretary, said that if the 
proposal passes the senate, then 
the established committee "will 
ultimately have to decide what 
ideas they're looking for." 
EVEN IF the senate votes 
affirmatively on the resolution, 
the fifth requirement may not be 
added depending on the findings 
of the study, she said. 
Some faculty members be- 
lieve the topic of cultural diver- 
sity is worthwhile, but the 
additional requirement may be 
cumbersome for students and 
difficult to fit into their sched- 
ules, she said. 
Kendall Baker, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, 
said that if the resolution passes 
the Faculty Senate, the commit- 
tee will work with faculty mem- 
bers to develop the courses and 
then pilot them. 
The success of the pilots will 
be assessed, and the committee 
will report back to the senate 
sometime in the 1988-89 year, he 
said. 
The original proposal for im- 
plementing courses in cultural 
diversity was brought to Univer- 
sity President Paul Olscamp, 
who suggested the formation of 
a committee to study the possi- 
bility of developing these 
courses.     
A COMMITTEE was formed 
and reported its findings to the 
Arts and Sciences Council in the 
spring of 1986. The proposal, 
revised several times along the 
way, was passed by that council 
as well as the Undergraduate 
Council and the Committee on 
Academic Affairs before it ar- 
rived at the Faculty Senate. 
"In time, I am quite optimistic 
that we will be able to imple- 
ment (the requirement in cultu- 
ral diversity)," Baker said. 
BG News/Rob Upton 
High flying colors 
Carmen Magadan, senior biology major, holds the flags of 
several countries high during yesterday's Flag Parade. The event, 
sponsored by the World Student Association, was held to kick 
off International Week at the University which will include a 
number of events designed to promote understanding between 
American and foreign sudents. 
'Spring II': 
showing 
here soon 
by Mike Amburgey 
staff reporter 
A large low-pressure center 
that began in the Gulf Coast and 
worked its way northeast into 
the mid-Atlantic states was re- 
sponsible for the unseasonal 
temperatures and snow that fell 
over the weekend, said Michael 
Eckert, meteorologist for the 
National Weather Service in To- 
ledo. 
While the Toledo-Bowling 
Green area has received 2.4 
inches of snow since April 1, 
eastern Ohio felt the brunt of the 
storm front with reported accu- 
mulations ranging from 10 to 20 
inches. 
Northwest Ohio escaped the 
storm simply because the low 
pressure area causing it didn't 
extend this far, Eckert said. He 
said if the low pressure center 
would have reached 150 to 200 
miles further west, this region 
would also have felt the effects 
of the storm. 
"The clouds over the Atlantic 
helped to wrap in all the mois- 
ture from the rain and the sea, 
and the moisture got wrapped 
into the low pressure center mat 
rolled into the mid-Atlantic 
states and into Ohio," Eckert 
said. He said that accounted for 
the rain and snow that fell here 
over the weekend. 
Temperatures have been 10 to 
IS degrees colder than normal 
during the first week of April, 
Eckert said. He said the clouds 
will start to break tomorrow, 
and temperatures will rise into 
the 50s today and could reach 65 
by the end of the week. Spring- 
like temperatures are expected 
for the next several days. 
"We will see warmer weather, 
but we could see some more 
snow," Eckert said. He said 
there will be some more freezing 
temperatures. 
Eckert said the Toledo-Bowl- 
ine Green area received snow- 
fall as late as April 18 two years 
ago. 
CJM prof tells Africa's Veal' story 
All Mazrui photo/Mark Thalman 
by Deborah Gottschalk 
reporter 
Born in Kenya, educated in 
England, and professor of seve- 
ral disciplines at universities in 
America and Nigeria. Ali Maz- 
rui has lectured on five conti- 
nents. 
Saturday night he brought his 
vast experience to St. Thomas 
More University Parish as part 
of African Week celebrations at 
the University. 
In addition to Mazrui's presen- 
tation, a traditional African 
meal and a performance of Afri- 
can dance by a troupe from 
Toledo was offered to the crowd 
of about 250 people. 
Mazrui, who is currently a 
professor of political science, 
Afro-American and African 
studies at the University of 
Michigan, produced a nine-part 
series about his homeland which 
aired on Public Broadcasting 
Service in October. In his speech 
Saturday night, he made an ef- 
fort to teach those in attendance 
a little about Africa by relaying 
much of the context of the se- 
ries. 
The purpose of the series, "Af- 
rica: The Triple Heritage," as 
well as Saturday's presentation, 
was to tell the real history of 
Africa, since it has only been 
"told by European scholars," 
Mazrui said. 
In televising his program, 
Americans were essentially say- 
ing, "Come tell our people about 
See Mazrui, page 4. 
Theta Chi denied 
alcohol permit 
by Amanda Stein 
staff reporter 
City Council has denied a request by Theta Chi fraternity to 
receive an F-permit, which would have allowed it to sell alcohol at 
the proposed Theta Fest. 
During a public hearing before the regular Council meeting last 
night, area residents expressed their concern about the event, citing 
noise level, alcohol-related incidents and litter control as possible 
problems if it were to take place at the 334 N. Main complex. 
"Here on Main Street, we don't need any more legalized drinking. 
If you're going to drink, do it on campus. I don't want people walking 
across my yard to do it," said a citizen of Pike Street. 
William Higham and Timothy Noonan, Theta Chi members and 
co-chairmen of the event, presented a handout to those in attendance 
pointing out ways they devised to avoid possible problems. 
Their proposal for the event, which would be held Thursday, May 7 
D See Council, page 5. 
Tuesday News in brief 
D A history professor squeezes the last 
25 years In the life of the University In 
between two covers: See story, page 4. 
D AIDS will be an Invisible barrier' be- 
tween an estimated 3,000 children and the 
rest of society by 1991. the U.S. Surgeon 
General says: See story, page 6. 
D It was a little soggy, but that didn't stop 
the pomp as baseball diamonds across the 
nation opened the season yesterday: See 
story, page 7. 
f 
Orientation offers 
job-placement guidance 
especially for juniors 
I  
To ease students' worries about resume writ- 
ing, job hunting and interviewing, and to help 
them get a head start on their career planning, 
University Placement Services has started a 
new type of orientation specifically for juniors, 
said Sandy George, assistant director of place- 
ment. 
George said the orientation is important for 
preparing the juniors for the competition of the 
professional world. 
The first half of the orientation workshop, to be 
held today, includes a session on how to develop 
career plans during the summer before the 
senior year, along with technical aspects for 
interviewing on campus, George said. 
Students who attend will get a 20-page work- 
book which deals with the job market beginning 
thejob hunt after graduation. 
The workbook will also contain a copy of a 
credential file, which one would need for this 
program, and a copy of a reference form. 
She also said the juniors who attend will be 
excused from the mandatory senior orientation 
workshop. 
The workshops are today and Monday, April 
27. Both sessions will run from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University 
Union. 
- by Pam Monastra 
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Compromise needed 
As members of the community of Bowling Green. 
University students have the same rights and 
responsibilities as their more established neigh- 
bors. 
Yet sometimes the intentions of a student group, 
whether positive or otherwise, conflict with the 
desire of longtime city residents to maintain the 
status quo - and the result may not equally take 
both viewpoints into account. 
Last night, members of Theta Chi fraternity 
participated in a public hearing to answer concerns 
from residents surrounding their proposed Theta 
Fest party set for Thursday, May 7. 
They sought approval from City Council to obtain 
an "F" permit enabling the sale of beer at the 
event, to be held at their fraternity house, located 
at 334 N. Main St. Under the provisions of the city 
ordinance governing the permit, a public hearing 
was held to answer concerns of neighboring resi- 
dents. 
Council denied the fraternity's application for the 
permit by a vote of 3-2. 
Those residents present at the hearing were 
adamantly opposed to the event, questioning the 
timing of the event - on a weekday during which 
children would be traveling back and forth to the 
nearby Ridge Street Elementary School - in addi- 
tion to potential concerns regarding parking and 
litter control. 
But Ward 1 Councilman James Davidson indi- 
cated he spoke to neighboring residents about the 
event prior to last night's hearing, and several 
endorsed the one-time event. 
While we agree with those present at the hearing 
questioning the timing of the event, we believe that 
efforts could have been made toward achieving a 
compromise between fraternity members and their 
neighbors that would satisfy both groups. 
The vote on the permit might have been delayed 
to give Theta Chi members tune to reconsider their 
request to reflect the concerns raised during the 
hearing. 
There is already enough friction between stu- 
dents and city residents, without continuing this 
trend within the chambers of City Council. 
Protest carries a high price 
Editor's note: this is the third in 
a series of columns by members 
of the University's Amnesty In- 
ternational chapter. For further 
information, contact the group 
through the Amnesty Interna- 
tiona} mailbox located in the 
Technology Building. 
by Julie Resile  
Pretend for a moment, if you 
will, that you are not a student at 
Bowling Green. Sit back and 
make Believe that vou are an 
ordinary housewife from Argen- 
tina. 
There's nothing unusual about 
your activities except for an 
occasional demonstration or 
two, but you don't think that's 
anything to get excited about. 
The government, however, 
thinks differently. Shortly after 
your husband has gone to work, 
you hear a knock on the front 
door. You answer it and find five 
men standing there, wanting to 
question you about some of the 
activities that you have been 
involved in recently. 
You sense something is wrong 
and try to shut the door but they 
are stronger than you. They 
come into the house and sud- 
denly you and your two sons are 
being dragged from your home, 
shoved into the trunks of two 
cars. 
It seems as if you are in there 
for hours as you wonder where 
you are going. When you reach 
your destination, you and your 
sons are taken to a small, dirty 
room to be questioned. You still 
refuse to answer their questions 
about other people at the demon- 
strations. You know what will 
happen to them if you talk. 
To punish you for your loyalty 
to your friends, they handcuff 
you to the metal springs of a bed 
and repeatedly apply electric 
Seek first a warm bath 
and flee all backrubs 
by Mike Royko 
Years ago, there was a movie 
called "Miss Sadie Thompson." 
By todav's standards, it would 
be considered tame. But in its 
time, it was quite spicy. 
It was about a pious preacher 
and bis efforts to persuade a 
rather loose young woman to 
reform her wicked ways. 
She didn't want to be re- 
formed, since she thought she 
was having a good time. And the 
looser she got, the angrier the 
preacher became. 
Finally, instead of reforming 
her, the preacher was over- 
whelmed by his own lusts and 
they ... well, you can imagine 
what happened next, tsk, tsk. 
The preacher was so over- 
whelmed by feelings of guilt that 
he walked slowly into the ocean, 
and that was the end of him. 
At the time, it seemed like a 
logical way to end the movie. 
But now I can see that the movie 
preacher was a real square. 
If he had been around today, 
he could have found a much less 
final solution to his problems. 
For example, we have Jimmy 
Bakker, the TV preaching star, 
who recently confessed to hav- 
ing a romp with a young church 
secretary. But there's no walk in 
the ocean for him. At last report, 
he was resting in his home in 
luxurious Palm Springs, Calif. 
If he wanted to drown himself, 
he'd have to dive into a swim- 
ming pool or a golf course water 
hole. 
But obviously he doesn't want 
to do something like that. If 
anything, he seems to be looking 
for a way to blame his now-fa- 
mous "encounter" on those who 
introduced him to the young 
woman, or on the woman her- 
self. 
A writer for a Pentecostal 
magazine recently spent a few 
days with Bakker and they dis- 
cussed Bakker's sexual adven- 
ture. And the way the writer 
tells it, Bakker comes off like a 
naive, innocent, wide-eyed kid. 
The writer says Bakker was 
"very surprised that this gal 
was able to perform the way she 
did. He described her as very 
professional for 21 years of age, 
(that) she knew all the tricks of 
the trade." 
Well, for $250000 in hush 
money, one would expect more 
than a routine performance. For 
that kind of dough, I would think 
that she should know tricks that 
Linda Lovelace hasn't thought 
of. 
The sympathetic writer went 
on to say: ''She just got hold of a 
Pentecostal preacher who didn't 
know how to handle it and it just 
devastated him. He felt terrible 
guilt. He was frightened and 
confused and ran back to Char- 
lotte." 
Charlotte, of course, is the 
city. Not some other church 
secretary. 
I have some difficulty under- 
standing why Bakker would 
have been so flustered by his 
experience. He was, after all, 40 
years old at the time, and appar- 
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Hours. Sam to 5 p m Monday through Friday 
ently he was knowledgeable 
enough about "the tricks of the 
trad<?' to recognize the tricks 
when the trickery was rattling 
the hotel furniture. 
And it must have occurred to 
him that something might hap- 
pen when a friend introduced 
him to the young woman, 
brought them together in a Flor- 
ida hotel room and suggested 
that the young woman give Bak- 
ker - who was clad only in terry- 
cloth shorts - a back rub so he 
would be relaxed for a prayer 
meeting. 
I put this question to any 40- 
year-old men who are reading 
this column: 
If you were away from your 
wife and home, and a pal 
brought a good-looking young 
woman to your room and vou 
were wearing only your skiv- 
vies, and she nopped up on your 
bed and started rubbing your 
back, would you think that she 
was there to hear you recite the 
Psalms? 
A likely story. And I would 
also ask any 40-year-old men 
this question: 
If you rushed home, brimming 
with guilt, and told your wife 
that you were surprised at what 
an innocent little back rub could 
lead to, do you think she'd buy 
it? 
Anyway, that seems to be 
Bakker's current version of how 
he was taken advantage of, the 
poor lamb. Maybe as more 
comes out, we'll find she bound 
his hands and legs and stuck a 
gag in his mouth, so his cries for 
help couldn't be heard. 
And if he should return to 
active preaching, I suggest that 
if he wants to relax before a 
prayer meeting, he should take 
a warm bath. Skip that back 
rub. 
Royko is a columnist for the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters to the editor and guest 
columns should include phone 
number and address or OCMB 
number. Guest columns should 
include hometown, major and 
class standing. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions that are con- 
sidered to be in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous. 
Mail submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
BGNewi 
211 West Hall 
6 You wonder if you will get out of here with any dignity or sanity left. You wonder if you will ever get out of here at all. 
shock to the springs. Next, they 
rape you in front of your chil- 
dren. 
The laughter of your torturers 
mixes with your cries of pain to 
echo those of the many women 
who were here before you. 
When they decide they are 
through with you, they blindfold 
you and take you to a pitch-dark 
room to let your thoughts over- 
take you. 
You wonder where they are 
taking your sons. You wonder 
what they will tell your husband, 
but you already know the an- 
swer to that question. The gov- 
ernment will tell him that you've 
"disappeared." 
You wonder if you will get out 
of here with any dignity or san- 
ity left. You wonder if you will 
ever get out of here at all. 
Outside your door, a guard 
taunts you, knowing and preying 
on your fears. Eventually, he 
tires of his game, and things are 
quiet except for more screams 
coming from down the hallway. 
And so goes the night. 
Have you had enough of pre- 
tending to be an Argentinian 
housewife? Then try pretending 
to be any "politically danger- 
ous" woman from Turkey or 
South Africa or any one of 96 
countries where torture is a 
common practice. 
Amnesty International is us- 
ing everything it has to help 
these women and their families, 
and they are succeedingwith the 
help of people like you. The most 
important fact to remember 
about torture in the '80s is that 
you can help stop it. 
Amnesty International is an 
independent, worldwide 
movement, working impartially 
for the release of all prisoners of 
conscience, fair and prompt tri- 
als for political prisoners, and 
an end to torture and executions. 
Julie Restle, a junior speech 
pathology major, is a member of 
Amnesty International. 
600P NEWS, BAPNHlfi,„<rOO'REAS SOW ASA POUAR,, 
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Letters  
BGSCI students 
set good example 
Editor's note: The following 
letter was originally sent to Uni- 
versity President Paul Ols- 
camp, who forwarded the letter 
to the News. 
My name is John Barbour. I 
am vice president of the Nanta- 
hala Outdoor Center Inc., an 
outdoor recreation/education- 
/retail business located in the 
mountains of western North 
Carolina. 
I am writing in regard to a 
group of your students who re- 
cently visited us on their spring 
The words "spring break" 
must surely strike fear in the 
hearts of university presidents 
as every year the media por- 
trays the stereotypical beach 
SOCI6DV 
trip, replete with drunken stu- 
dents running amok, falling off 
of buildings and generally em- 
barrassing their alma mater. 
As for the group that was here 
from Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity, nothing could be further 
from the truth. 
These students passed 
through our center on their hike 
along the Appalachian Trail. 
They were obviously enjoying 
themselves, as they were 
cheerful and enthusiastic. At the 
same time they were courteous, 
polite and friendly. It was truly 
a pleasure to have them as our 
guests. 
It seems a shame to me that so 
much media attention is focused 
this time of year on the beaches 
and the behavior of what surely 
is not a majority of today's stu- 
dents. I wish they could see, as I 
do, the many groups of fine 
young people spending their 
spring break here in the moun- 
tains engaging in challenging 
and adventurous outdoor activ- 
ities. 
The UAO group from your 
university under the leadership 
of Scott Singer and Rick Sasala 
are good ambassadors for Bowl- 
ine Green State University and 
wul always be welcome here. 
My congratulations to them 
and to you and your staff. 
John Barbour 
Chi Omega explains 
event cancellation 
The sisters of Chi Omega Fra- 
ternity would like to express our 
sincere apology for the cancella- 
tion of the Sunshine Marathon 
Run. Because of the severe 
weather conditions on the morn- 
ing of the race, we felt it would 
be in everyone's best interest to 
cancel the event. 
D See Marathon, page 3. 
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Letters 
D Continued from page 2. 
At the time, the conditions 
were a great potential for injury 
to those participating. We 
greatly appreciate the interest 
shown by the students and com- 
munity members. 
For those runners who regis- 
tered prior to the race, a full 
refund can be received through 
the week of April 10,1967, at the 
Chi Omega chapter house, lo- 
cated behind the Union. But. for 
those who do not pick up their 
refund, we will consider the en- 
try fee a donation to the Sun- 
shine Children's Home for the 
Mentally Retarded. Thank you 
for your cooperation and under- 
standing. 
The Sisters of Chi Omega 
Deaise L. Aver, President 
204 Chi Omega 
Fraternity thanked 
There is a program on campus 
called the HPER Saturday Rec- 
reation Program for Youth with 
Disabilities. It has grown from 
eight children with five volun- 
teers in 1975 to the current level 
of 65 participants and 89 Univer- 
sity student volunteers. 
Last year the Lambda Chi 
Alpha Fraternity chose the 
"Saturday Morning Love Af- 
fair" as their annual philan- 
thropic project, thus, the 
Lambda Chi Alpha WhifflebaU 
Tournament began. As the Di- 
rector of the Saturday Program 
I am publicly expressing my 
sincere gratitude. 
This fraternity has displayed 
a commitment and a dedication 
to University service to the 
Northwest Ohio community. Our 
volunteers, parents and partici- 
pants owe thanks and apprecia- 
tion for their caring. 
It is with respect and with a 
sense of camaraderie with the 
fraternity system that I congrat- 
ulate  the  LAMBDA  CHI  AL- 
PHAS for another job well done. 
Dolores A. Black 
Associate Professor 
School of HPER 
104 B Eppler North 
Earth Day: time 
to get involved 
On April 22,1987, the Environ- 
mental Interest Group is spon- 
soring Earth Day '87. Earth 
Day, first celebrated in 1970, is a 
national event, and a day to 
promote awareness of, and con- 
cern for, the natural earth. 
The Environmental Interest 
Group will be providing the op- 
portunity for various groups and 
individuals to present their ex- 
hibits and concerns on the Uni- 
versity Oval. Last year's groups 
included the Ohio Scenic Rivers 
Department, the Ohio EPA, the 
Ottawa Wildlife Refuge, stu- 
dents who participated m the 
biology department's tropical 
field trip, and many other 
groups. 
We are seeking interested stu- 
dents, faculty and departments 
with a desire to promote a natu- 
ral concern, interest, or area of 
study, to participate in this 
year's Earth Day. If interested, 
send a letter, card or questions 
via campus mail describing 
your proposed display to Envi- 
ronmental Interest Group, 
Earth Day, 127 Hayes Hall. 
We invite the entire BGSU 
community to visit the displays 
on Wednesday, April 22. We 
shall also be sponsoring speak- 
ers that day, as well as show- 
ing-free of charge-the 
movies "Never Cry Wolf' and 
I MARK'S 
MEDIUM 2 ITEM PIZZA 
ONLY $5.00 
Call 352-3351 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza 
III    MI.:i,i.hlH*llinil!IIJI till II11 III Ml III'! 
U.N. Security Council 
Simulation 
Topic:    The situation 
in Central America 
—Nicaragua vs. U.S., etc. 
Tuesday April 7. 7:30 p.m. 
BA 114 
FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
SPONSORS: College of Arts & Sciences, Department of 
Political Sciences,  International Relations Organization, 
I     World Student Association. 
Danskin Special 
one day only 
Tuesday 
Entire Stock 
leotards—tights 
40%°" 
open till 9p.m. Tues. Eve 
3L PoUr Puff 
525 Ridge 
"The China Syndrome" on Mon- 
day and Tuesday, April 20 and 21 
respectively. Watch the News 
for upcoming stories and details 
on this year's Earth Day. 
Environmental Interest 
Group 
Hall 127 Hayes 
Resident advisers 
deserve a chance 
Dear Mary Menuez, 
Satire can be funny, but your 
latest attempt in your March 18 
column was just plain nasty. For 
a profession that prides itself on 
research and professionalism, 
you've failed miserably. 
We realize that you were 
searching for material and that 
you chose something that was 
near to you - your resident ad- 
viser. But Mary, you've served 
us an injustice. 
It is so sad that you have 
chosen to pick on the individual 
who suffers from lack of sleep, 
allows his or her grades to suf- 
fer, agrees to accept and help 
residents with many of their 
problems and attempts to pro- 
mote a healthy living environ- 
ment for all students living in 
the residence halls. 
It's not that we are angry with 
you, Mary; we're just disap- 
pointed in you. We're so sorry 
that we have failed to meet your 
very high expectations of us. But 
Mary, maybe next time you'll 
pay your own resident adviser a 
visit (person-to-person) before 
you pass such harsh judgment. 
Rhonda Richmond 
221 Prout 
Karen Noll 
305A Prout 
1   fl                                     sW 
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At arms 
Above:Cadei Commander Ca- 
det Colonel Patrick Raglow, 
senior history major, escorts 
Hallie Miller, junior elementary 
education major, through the 
raised sabres of both the 
Army and Air Force. Raglow 
will be commissioned as sec- 
ond lieutenant on May 9th. 
Left:Cadet Sergeant First 
Class Paul Green, junior mar- 
keting major, stands at atten- 
tion Friday night during the 
Sabre Arch at the 39th Com 
bined Forces Military Ball. 
« Ihomewell 
*«-™^ 
CLIP& 
SAVE! 
BRING IN 
THIS AD 
AND 
RECEIVE 
A HAIRCUT 
FOR JUST 
$6.00 
OR 
30% OFF 
/ 
OREDKEN 
pcodsfli ivilltW. 
9-5:30 Moo .-Sit. 
li TWn.-Frf. Exp. 4-20-87 
on 
140 E. Wooster 
352-0800 
EASTER 
HAM 
DRAWING 
held Thursday, April 16th 
(no purchase necessary) 
Winner Notified By Phone 
HIGH QUALITY PRINTING 
Fast Service and 
Reasonable Prices 
Stop by and enter to win! 
Ill S. Main . 352-5762 
M Uw's 
quick print, inc 
Got o secret about your roommate7 
Know something that could really nail errP 
Then now is the time to 
Bust your Roommate! 
Just fill in the form and take it along with 
s
 100 to 425 Student Services. Personals 
may be no more than 30 words. 
All personals must be in by 
Wednesday at Noon. 
Do you really 
need new glasses 
in one hoi 
Jo you really 
want to pay 
the price? 
Sure, some places offer you one 
hour service on your prescription 
bur check oui the price Is it 
worth ii IO spend thai much 
more? We don t think so 
Ai Burlingion Optical, we offer 
one day service on mosi pre- 
scriptions at the same price we d 
Single Vision 
charge if you waited a week 
You get the highest quality 
lenses and one of the area's 
largest selections of frames 
We think our way of doing 
business is sensible   . 
so are our prices 
Standard Bifocals $3488 $5488 
Includes glass lenses and frames tye e«am priced separately 
Burlington Optical 
1955 S Reynolds Totalo 
382-2020 
'   198' Burlington Optical 
3153 W Sylvania 
TdMto 
472-1113 
Stadium Plaza 
Bowling Green 
352-2533 
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USG slates vote 
on divestment 
Wants definitive student opinion 
by Tries* Courtney 
staff reporter 
In order to ensure a mea- 
sured student response to di- 
vestment, Undergraduate 
Student Government will pre- 
sent the issue to the students 
on a separate ballot at the 
USG elections. 
Originally, USG needed 750 
signatures, or five percent of 
the student vote, to get the 
issue on the voting ballot. 
However, because some sort 
of definitive response is 
needed on the issue regard- 
less of USG elections, USG 
president Kelly McCoy sug- 
gested the petitions be side- 
'TwouM like to ask the 
elections and opinions board 
to allow the issue to be put on 
the ballot without the signa- 
tures so the information can 
be used at the board meeting 
of the BGSU Foundation in 
May," she said. 
The Foundation will decide 
during its meeting whether or 
not to divest the more than 
$180,000 the Foundation in- 
vestment committee has in- 
vested in companies doing 
business in South Africa. 
McCoy told the USG gen- 
eral assembly last night that 
students do not need to sign a 
petition supporting a ballot 
that requires no specific ac- 
tion on USG's part. 
"Possibly a vote of this type 
does not fall under (USG con- 
stitutional) regulation be- 
cause USG cannot really take 
any specific action on an is- 
sue of this sort anyway," she 
said. "The general assembly 
alone cannot accurately rep- 
resent 17,000 students.'7 
McCoy also announced last 
night that three teams of stu- 
dents will be running for pres- 
ident and vice president in the 
upcoming USG elections. 
Nine students are running for 
at-large positions; however 
three more students are 
needed to fill the 12 positions 
available. 
The candidates will present 
their platforms Tuesday, 
April 14 at 8 p.m. in Gish Film 
Theater. 
USG elections will be held 
April 15 and 16. 
COUPON" 
Zotos "Design Freedom" 
PERM SPECIAL 
$30 Rao, $35 
expires 4/18/87 
1flUrtt<f4 Hair Fashions 
We carry Paul Mitchell & Nexus products 
OPEN 8 TO 6 • WALK INS WELCOME 
352-261' 124 W  Woosler  B G Ph. 
=CHARLESTOWN= 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus—Summer 
1987 and 1987-88 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
University history updated 
by Tim Baker 
reporter 
Why do 1-75 road signs read "Bowling Green 
University" instead of "Bowling Green State 
University?" When was the semester system 
instituted at the University? How did the Univer- 
sity student body react to the Kent State shoot- 
ings? 
In an attempt to answer questions like those, 
Stuart Givens, the University historian, has writ- 
ten a book called The Falcon Soars. 
Givens said he really didn't know what he was 
eetting into when he decided to write a history of 
the last 25 years of the University. 
He has worked on the book on his own time and 
during his summer vacations for the last five 
years. 
Originally, he came up with five ideas on how to 
record the University's history. 
The one he finally chose was to write a history of 
the last 25 years of the University to coincide with 
the 75th anniversary. 
The book is designed as a supplement to a book 
about the history of the first 50 years of the 
University. Givens began his research in 1980 at 
the request of President Hollis Moore. 
Givens, who has been at the University for 35 
years, said his book is a "somewhat objective but 
honest description," and "an attempt to give the 
feelingand flavor" of the years 1963-1985. 
GIVENS SAID he concentrated on the major 
developments and trends of the two presidencies 
that dominated those years. 
Givens analyzes the William Jerome and Moore 
presidencies in two ways. First, he looks at the 
non-student aspects, such as the physical devel- 
opments of the campus and the presidential poli- 
cies. 
Second, he looks at the mood of the student body 
during those years. 
According to Givens, he concentrates on these 
developments and not on any of the personalities 
of those years. 
He said he encountered some surprises while 
researching but "chickened out" when it came to 
putting them in the book because he didn't want to 
offend anyone still at the University. 
His research entailed reviewing all the minutes 
of the Board of Trustees and every issue of BG 
News for the last 25 years. Stuart Givens 
Art students aid 
crime prevention 
Mazrui " 
Q Continued from page 1. 
your people," Mazrui said. This 
excites Mazrui because in the 
past, Americans have proven 
themselves to be "brilliant com- 
municators, but bad listeners," 
he said. 
ALTHOUGH HE admits that 
this society is above average in 
effectiveness, he adds that it is 
"as if Uncle Sam had a hearing 
aid that he turned off. The pro- 
duction of "Africa: the Triple 
Heritage" was the first time a 
Third World person was asked to 
tell the story of his people," and 
may signify America's read- 
iness to talk about African peo- 
ple, Mazrui said. 
If Americans are interested in 
Mazrui's story, "perhaps soon 
we will have a Latin American 
Mazrui to tell about their people, 
and a Vietnamese Ali Mazrui to 
tell about their people ..." he 
said. "Maybe there will even be 
Three University students enrolled in a design class recently had 
an opportunity to help campus police with a crime prevention 
project. 
Bill Whitacre, Harold Leber and Wendy Wise will be awarded S35 
later this month from the Department of Public Safety for their 
drawings promoting crime prevention. 
Bill Bess, director of Public Safety, said every two or three years 
he contacts Tom Davenport, associate art professor, in order to have 
his design class create new themes and designs about crime 
prevention awareness. 
The 16 students from Davenport's design class submitted entries 
to Bess as part of an assignment, Bess said. 
He selected four posters with some input from other officers. The 
posters were edited to fit the crime prevention theme, he added. 
Even though the project was part of an assignment, Davenport 
said it was a good opportunity for his students to see the "real 
world." 
"Students need hands-on experience so that they can see their 
works printed," Davenport said. "The project was a competition 
between them, just like it will be in the real world." 
"But strangers came and scattered us 
to the corners of the planet. . . now there 
are 100 million Africans in the Western 
world alone .. . the sun never sets on the 
descendants of Africa." _ AM Mazrui 
a view from within Palestine." 
When his PBS series was 
nearly complete, Mazrui en- 
countered complications such as 
the denial of $50,000 by the chair- 
man of the National Endowment 
for the Humanities. However, 
because his request for money to 
continue his project was so vio- 
lently denied, large newspapers 
wrote articles about the series, 
and the $50,000 he initially 
wanted turned into $500,000 in 
free advertising. 
Although Mazrui believes that 
"official America may have a 
hearing   aid,"   mainstream 
HAIR REPAIR 
PERM HAIRCUT 
SPECIAL SPECIAL 
h J    shampoo 
(regular $10) 
(25 on 
short 
hair 
Coupon must be presented ( $$ ) 
352-2566 Yellow House behind Taco Bell 
America does not share this 
perspective. Proving this to 
Mazrui was the presence of the 
people attending his speech. 
ON A LARGER scale, Mazrui 
received support from the 
mayor of Detroit, who pro- 
nounced Oct. 6 the "Day of Afri- 
cans," and the Rev. Jesse 
Jackson, who called him with 
congratulations. 
Mazrui stressed the impor- 
tance of telling the story of Afri- 
cans as "a view from within." In 
his speech, he told of all Afri- 
cans, including women. 
"Traditionally we have the be- 
lief that God said to women, 
'You shall be the custodian of 
water, the custodian of Earth, 
and the custodian of fire, and I, 
God, will take charge of the 
omnipresent air," Mazrui said. 
This means that women have a 
significance to society, 
oca 
They are placed in charge of 
energy needs, water needs 
(which is why women trek long 
miles for that purpose), fertility 
and the arrival of the next gen- 
eration. 
MAZRUI ADMITS that Afri- 
can women have become more 
mobile and freer. But as she 
becomes more free, the African 
woman also becomes less im- 
portant to society, Mazrui said. 
Black people used to live in a 
village called Africa. "But 
strangers came and scattered us 
to the corners of the planet... 
now there are 100 million Afri- 
cans in the Western world alone 
... the sun never sets on the 
descendants of Africa," he said. 
Mazrui said he sees a bright 
future for black Africans and 
black Americans. He said he 
believes blacks will seize control 
of South Africa by the turn of the 
century and that black Ameri- 
cans will continue to better their 
situation politically and econom- 
ically. 
It is because of this earlier 
harmony and bright future that 
he says, "We are a people of the 
day before yesterday and the 
day after tomorrow." 
aot ia 
World Student Association Presents: 
The International Week '87 
April 5 - April 10 
Gateway to the World" *«< 
TUESDAY APRIL 7 
■European Coffee Hours 
2:30-4:30pm Inll lounge 
•U.N. Simulation (Discussion) 
"U.S. role in Central America" 
7:30pm at BA114 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 8 
•Asian Coffee Hours 
2:30-4:30pm Intl lounge 
•Fashion Show 
7:30pm at Amani Room 
THURSDAY APRIL 9 
•Coffee Hours of America 
2:30-4:30 Intl Lounge 
•Mexican Band "Raramuri" 
7.00pm at West Hall 121 
FRIDAY APRIL 10 
•International Dinner 
7:00pm at 1st United Methodist 
Church  1506 E. Wooster 
All events are free except the dinner. 
Tickets for the dinner are available from the International Office and W.S.A. board members. 
Cost $6—no tickets will be sold at entrance. 
Special Thanks to: 
International Programs, Political Science Oept., L.S.U.. G.S.S.. U.A.O., COCO. Spanish Honor Society. Italian Club and to all the people that cook, entertain 
and help for this event. 
All Lost & Found articles 
including bikes must be 
claimed by April 8th at 
Campus Safety & Security 
(preferably between 8am-noon) 
or they will be up for Auction on 
April 15th at the Charities Board 
Bike Auction. 
lil sibs weekend 
April 10-12 
come 
join the 
Fun! 
A trip to the zoo! 
Buses leave at 9:00 from Student Services and return at 
1:00! Cost is 4.00 for the bus and 75«-'2.00 for 
admission. Call 2-8165 to reserve your spot! 
• A carnival! 
Located   at   Student   Services   this   fun-filled 
event will go from 2:00-4:00! 
The Dry Dock! 
Featuring Sheepish Grin! 
Open from 9:00-1:00. 
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International Parading K ""/Rob Up,on 
Navendran Thiagendran, senior management information systems major, and Aida Alang, senior 
economics major lead the Flag Parade with a banner declaring the beginning of International Week at the 
University. A full schedule of events, sponsored by the World Student Association,is planned for the 
week. 
Rape suspect arrested 
Fostoria man pleads not guilty to crime spree charges 
A Fostoria man pleaded not guilty yesterday in 
Perrysburg Municipal Court to charges stemming 
from the rape Wednesday of a Perrysburg woman 
and a series of other offenses across Wood County 
on Wednesday afternoon. 
Dennis Weatherford, 40, is charged with one 
count each of rape, aggravated burglary and 
i sexual impositionfPerrysburg Police Chief 
Steinline said yesterday. 
Weatherford was arrested in Fostoria at 7 p.m. 
Friday by Perrysburg and Fostoria police and 
Wood County Sheriff's deputies. 
His arrest ended a two-day search by Perrys- 
burg police and Wood County Sheriff's deputies 
for a man who forced his way into a Perrysburg 
woman's apartment and raped her Wednesday. A 
man matching the same description later tried to 
gain entry to the homes of three other Perrysburg 
women later that afternoon, but was unsuccessful. 
Later in the day, the same man was seen in 
Portage, where he exposed himself to another 
woman, and in Bloomdale. 
Portage is five miles south of Bowling Green on 
Ohio 25 and Bloomdale is 15 miles south of Bowling 
Green, six miles west of Fostoria. 
The arrest followed a tip Friday morning by 
Fostoria police that a man who matched the 
description was in Fostoria, Steinline said. 
Weatherford is in Wood County Jail. Per 
Municipal Judge Judson Spore set bond at 
SOUTH 
Council 
D Continued from page 1. 
from 1 p.m. to midnight, includes monitors, a free taxi service, free 
food and alternate beverages, two uniformed police officers and a 
strict identification procedure. Students were to be charged for the 
beer they drank with half the proceeds or $500, whichever was the 
larger amount, going to the Wood County Senior Center. 
'It seems like we're doing the right thing - structuring, monitor- 
ing and coming before you so you can watch us and make sure we do 
it right," Higham said. "All the parties people have been talking 
aout tonight are ones that were just held, with no preparation. We're 
trying to do this the right way/' 
Councilman William Herald, 4th Ward representative and one of 
the three members who voted in opposition to the request, com- 
mended the fraternity members for the way they worked out the 
logistics and for their spirit of compromise, but said the time and 
place were two negatives that could not be overcome. 
"It's basically a matter of being in the wrong place at the wrong 
time," be said. 
A public hearing was also held for the Board of Education, which 
hoped to get final approval for a building permit so it can begin the 
proposed addition on Conneaut School. Council set up a special 
meeting tomorrow for the final reading. 
Canada  
D Continued from page 1. 
States and Canada. 
He said an accord-which 
must be produced before year's 
end - would benefit both coun- 
tries and set "an example of 
cooperation to all nations that 
now wrestle against the siren 
temptation of protectionism." 
Publicly, the two leaders - 
each trying to recover from 
their own political problems - 
played down their differences. 
"We had a great meeting, 
very productive," Mulroney 
said, standing outside his resi- 
dence and holding his 19-month- 
old son, Nicolas, as he awaited 
Reagan's arrival for lunch. 
REAGAN, ASKED at an ear- 
lier meeting if they had agreed 
to a timetable for reducing add 
rain, said, "Let me demonstrate 
to you the progress we've made 
so far." With mat, he threw his 
arm around Mulroney's shoul- 
der and the two men walked 
away together. 
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ick From Our Basket 
w   Full of Goodies!! 
"^R.E. MANAGEMENT 
505 Clough B15 352-9302 
Campus Manor 701 Fourth 
Thurstin Manor 640 Eighth 
Rockledge Manor 841 Eighth 
615 Second 733-777 Manville 
Preview your 
favorite professional 
baseball teams: 
Cleveland Indians 
Cincinnati Reds 
Detroit Tigers 
Toledo Mudhens 
in 
THE BG NEWS 
maxell 
FREE UPGRADE! 
Buy 10 XLII90 cassettes and get 1 
XLII-S 90 cassette FREE! Look for 
these specially 
marked packages! 
See Details 
In-Store 
NOW 
ONLY 
(Name ar. 
♦SfcJV 
Baseball Edition 
Monday, April 27 
at all regular distribution points 
Advertising Deadline: 
Thurs., April 16, 4 p.m. 
214 372-2601 
West Hall 
OurGxistitiirion 
was bornoutofacaopphony 
ofaxq)edrigvoioes. 
But today the freedom of 
speech that remains the hallmark 
of our Constitution may be 
threatened. 
The NAAAF Essay Contest is 
designed to emphasize the impor- 
tance of free speech and open 
debate in a vital area. 
In his best-selling book. They 
Dare to Speak Out: People and 
Institutions Confront Israel's 
Lobby, former Congressman Paul 
Findley sounds an alarm: "It is clear 
that many Americans do not feel they 
can speak freely on one of the most 
complicated and challenging current 
issues The Arab-Israeli dispute." 
Is he right? What do you think7 
Full time college and univer- l7S7Sl«"'"«*""<:',n""l"1OT c-""*' *'<»I"W»"P««*«* * ^wdchwiaa™, 
sity students are invited to submit a critical essay of 2,500 words or less r PIMK «nd me complete guideline* and 
on the subject "The Development of American Middle East Policy: Is 
Free Speech Threatened?" 
There will be 200 regional winners of $1,000 each and 10 national 
winners of an additional $4,000 each. 
The contest is sponsored by the NAAA Foundation, a charitable 
organization which carries out educational programs on Middle East 
subjects. 
Television commentator Tom Braden serves as Honorary Chairman 
of the Selection Committee. Distinguished columnist Carl Rowan is 
Awards Chairman. 
Send us the coupon for details and entry forms 
Entries must be postmarked by May 31,1987. 
TheNAAA fbundatmEssay Contest 
Commemorating the Anniversary of the Constitution • 200 Years • 200 Winners 
entry forms 
Send to NAAA Foundation. P.O Box 191+4. 
Washinnton. DC 20036 
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AIDS children face stigma, says Koop 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - T*oe estimated 
3,000 children who will have AIDS by 1991 
(ace an "invisible barrier" to social and 
public health services as well as abandon- 
ment by their own families, Surgeon Gen- 
eral Everett Koop said yesterday. 
In a speech opening a three-day confer- 
ence on AIDS in children, Koop criticized 
those who he said would deny the growing 
number of children with AIDS "a normal 
and dignified life." 
As of last week, there were 471 cases of 
AIDS reported among children under 13, 
Koop said. As many as 2,000 other children 
are reported to have symptoms of the infec- 
tion, but are not counted because their 
conditions don't fit narrow federal 
guidelines, he added. 
The Public Health Service estimates that 
3,000 children will have the disease by 1991 
"and virtually all will die," Koop said. 
Because of the stigma of AIDS, children 
with the disease have fewer foster homes 
available to them and also "suffer abandon- 
ment by the mother and society,'' Koop said. 
"In fact, the stigma has been an invisible 
but impenetrable barrier between them and 
a whole variety of social and public health 
services," Koop said. 
AIDS CHILDREN "must be nurtured, 
helped to grow and develop, allowed to 
interact with peers, attend school and en- 
couraged to participate in all activities of 
childhood despite shortened lives," he said. 
Koop said 'there is absolutely no health 
reason why children carrying AIDS should 
not attend school." 
Koop invited 150 physicians, social scien- 
tists and government officials to Children's 
Hospital of Philadelphia, where he was chief 
of surgery for 30 years, to a three-day, 
government-sponsored conference. 
The mothers of two children who con- 
tracted the virus, one of whom died, will be 
interviewed Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Area mayor 
suspect in 
wife's death 
from staff, wire reports 
TOLEDO (AP)-The mayor 
of a northwest Ohio village is a 
suspect in the car-bombing 
death of his wife and is under 
psychiatric care, police said 
yesterday. 
Federal agents yesterday in- 
spected the car for clues to the 
Saturday blast that killed Elaine 
Lach, 59, the wife of Clay Center 
Mayor John Lach. 
Lake Township Police Chief 
Edward Brucker said Lach was 
a suspect, but other suspects 
have not been ruled out in the 
investigation. WTVG-TV in To- 
ledo reported yesterday that 
Lach has refused to talk to in- 
vestigators and referred police 
to his attorney. 
Lach checked himself into the 
Biychiatric unit of St. Charles 
ospital, Toledo, and remained 
there yesterday. 
Hospital officials would not 
release information on his condi- 
tion. The Blade of Toledo re- 
ported yesterday that Lach was 
listed in fair condition. 
The bomb exploded about 9:15 
CHUCK MANGIONE 
in concef 
April 11. 1987 
6:30 * 10 p.m. 
In Kobacker Hall 
ITlcfeat*:': 513 &S'6 
3 OC 0" <o BGSU $'jae<vs 
w ~x«e ic cd \X. 
Sponsored Dv uAO & 'he 
College oi Muscoi Arts 
^0's 
WEEK 
April 20-25 
— Timothy Leary 
April 22 
8:30 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom 
- DAZE of ROCK 
April 25 
12-7 p.m. 
Between   Harshman 
and Krelscher 
LIVE BAND from 
2:30 -6:30 
FOOD* FUN 'GAMES* 
[UPDATE 
Roommate of 
the Year 
Contest 
What to do: 
1. Pick up a form in the 
UAO office 
2. Write an essay detail- 
ing the marvelous qual- 
ities of your roommate 
3. Bring essay to UAO 
office by 5:00pm Wed., 
April 8. 
* Prizes to be awarded 
to winner 
p.m. Saturday as Mrs. Lach 
drove home from her job as an 
appliance clerk at a JCPenney 
store in Woodville Mall in subur- 
ban Northwood. The explosion, 
on Ohio 51 in Lake Township, 
hurled pieces of metal into a 
motorcycle dealership 500 feet 
away. 
Mrs. Lach, who was severely 
burned in the explosion, gave a 
statement to police and wit- 
nesses before being taken to St. 
Vincent Medical Center in To- 
ledo, where she died about 12 
hours later. 
Poll: Ohioans 
favor raising 
drinking age 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Ohioans, 
apparently more aware of the 
dangers of drunken driving, gen- 
erally support raising the state's 
legal drinking age from 19 to 21, 
according to a new statewide 
poll. 
University of Cincinnati re- 
searchers who conducted the 
Ohio Poll found that 41 percent 
of Ohioans questioned favor 
raising the drinking age to 21, 
although many oppose the fed- 
eral government forcing the 
change. 
Federal officials have threat- 
ened to withhold federal high- 
way funding to states which do 
not increase the minimum 
drinking ages to 21. Ohio now 
allows 19-year-olds to buy beer. 
Another 34 percent said they 
favor raising the drinking age, 
but approve the federal govern- 
ment mandating the change. 
Twenty-four percent opposed 
raising the drinking age. 
For all the long 
classes you've 
sweated through, 
and even the ones 
you're about to, we're 
offering one form of credit 
that's sure to be a breeze. 
The MH Student Loan. 
We've made getting one quick and easy 
via our state-of-the-art computerized sys- 
tem. Now, not only can we process your 
application in a record time of 24 hours, but 
by punching a few buttons, our counselors 
can tell you the status of your loan in a 
matter of seconds. 
What's more, after you secure a loan with 
us, you can be secure it will remain with us. 
Because we would never transfer your 
loan to some unknown institution like other 
banks do. 
And. if by chance, you already have a 
student loan with another bank, that's no 
problem. We can easily consolidate it with 
Cur MH Student Loan, 
even have a full staff of 
education loan experts ready 
to answer any questions you 
might have. And some you haven't 
even thought of yet. On any type of 
plan you might want. 
For instance, if your folks want to help 
fund your future at college, you might want 
to check out our special tuition plans from 
The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the 
business to offer these tailor-made payment 
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro- 
gram, a Pre-ftiyment Program and an Educa- 
tion Loan Program. 
So before you make The Big Decision on 
which bank to go with, take a minute and 
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan 
application. We've made it all very easy. 
Because college is hard enough. 
Call 1 800 MHT-GRAD 
Wfe'U help you get where you want to go. 
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News Briefs 
Meese says he didn't block 
earlier Iran-contra investigation 
WASHINGTON (AP)-At- 
torney Genera] Edwin Meese 
denied yesterday that he 
blocked an investigation into 
alleged gun-running to the 
Nicaraeuan contras last year 
when Congress was prepar- 
ing to debate resumption of 
aid to the rebels. 
Meese also rejected sugges- 
tions that then-National Secu- 
rity Adviser John Poindexter 
had urged him to shelve the 
investigation. 
He acknowledged, how- 
ever, that he had kept abreast 
of the probe, discussing it 
with the U.S. attorney in Mi- 
ami, Leon Kellner. 
Meese's handling of the in- 
vestigation is one of several 
matters relating to the Iran- 
contra affair in which the 
Justice Department's activ- 
ities are coming under in- 
creasing scrutiny. 
Later this week, the Senate 
Intelligence Committee is ex- 
pected to ask FBI Director 
William Webster about 
Meese's not calling the FBI in 
until after he declared that 
money had been diverted to 
the contras. 
Rep.: embassy 'compromised' 
MOSCOW   (AP)-A   con- 
gressman who made an unan- 
nounced nighttime inspection 
of the U.S. Embassy said 
yesterday that Soviet KGB 
agents have "fully compro- 
mised" it and undoing the 
damage will cost tens of mil- 
lions of dollars. 
Rep. Dan Mica, D-Florida, 
said he and Rep. Olympia 
Snowe, R-Maine, made the 
surprise inspection beginning 
at about midnight at the em- 
bassy, which is the focus of a 
sei-and-spy scandal alleg- 
edly Involving former U.S. 
Marine guards. 
After their tour and talks 
with embassy officials, Mica 
told reporters: "We are still 
as concerned as we were 
when we left Washington - in 
fact, more concerned" 
"We agreed that this em- 
bassy should be considered at 
this time fully compro- 
mised," Mica said. "It will 
cost tens of millions of dollars 
to address our concerns.' 
CSG to establish commission 
to examine racism charges 
CLEVELAND (AP)- 
Cleveland State University 
President Walter Waetjen, 
facing increasing charges 
from the black community 
that the school is racist, said 
yesterday he would appoint a 
special commission to inves- 
tigate. 
Waetjen said the panel of 
seven to nine members would 
be composed of faculty, stu- 
dents, administrators and 
community   members   who 
would report their findings by 
June 1. 
Aside from examining the 
possibility of any overt or 
subtle racism on campus, the 
commission would review the 
university's affirmative ac- 
tion policies, school programs 
and activities in support of 
minority opportunities, he 
said. 
Names of commission 
members were to be released 
within two days. 
Ohio EPA director resigns; 
says agency in good shape 
COLUMBUS (AP) - War- 
ren Tyler, director of the Ohio 
Environmental Protection 
Agency and Gov. Richard Ce- 
leste's former commerce di- 
rector, announced his 
resignation yesterday. 
He told The Associated 
Press he will leave the post 
May 15 in the good graces of 
the governor and that despite 
criticisms the agency has re- 
ceived, "it is in better shape 
than it ever has been in." 
Tyler said that he has no 
definite plans but said: "I 
miss the private sector." 
He was a vice president of 
the State Savings Bank here 
when he Joined the original 
Celeste cabinet as commerce 
chief in January 1983. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
LAST YEAR MORE THAT XNt,W,M IN SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS, AND 
FINANCIAL AID WENT UNCLAIMED BECAUSE STUDENTS AND THEIR 
FAMILIES 
•WERE NOT AWARE THE MONEY EXISTED; 
• ASSUMED THEY WERE NOT ELIGIBLE BECAUSE OF INCOME LEVEL 
AND/OR FINANCIAL STATUS; 
• MERELY DID NOT APPLY. 
OUR SERVICE CAN PROVIDE MS SOURCES OF MONEY YOU MAY 
PERSONALLY BE QUALIFIED TO RECEIVE. 
RESULTS ARE GUARANTEED! 
CALL (313) 695-3225  OR DETACH & MAIL 
NAME:   
ADDRESS: 
PHONE:   _ CURRENT YR. IN SCHOOL: 
HAH TO: SCHOLASTIC RESEARCH CROUP 
P.O. BOX 481 
GRAND BLANC, Ml 48439 
fe^ILfr 
. Wildlife 
TUES: LADIES NIGHT 
• ALL MALE FANTASY REVUE • 
• 
featuring 
"HOT DESIRE" 
DOORS OPEN   SHOWTIME      COVER 
7:30 8:00 -2.00 
MEN IN AT 9:30 — LADIES FREE 
THURS: WFJLL ■ DATING GAME 
* COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT 
* DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 
*  A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT 
Sports 
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Indians 
drop 
opener 
TORONTO (AP)-Don't try 
to tell Jimmy Key that the 
first out of a ballgame isn't 
Triant, 
e Toronto left-hander 
failed to record an out in his 
first start of 1986 and was 
shelled for five runs in that 
outing.   He   threw  only   16 
Eitches  before  getting   the 
ook. 
"As soon as I got (Tony) 
Bemazard for that first out 
today, I felt I was way ahead 
of last year," Key said yester- 
a after pitching three-hit 
for six innings in leading 
the Blue Jays to a 7-3 victory 
over the Cleveland Indians in 
the American League opener 
for both teams. 
Lloyd Moseby homered and 
drove in three runs to back 
the combined six-hit pitching 
of Key, Mark Eichhorn and 
Tom Henke. 
Willie Upshaw also hom- 
ered as Toronto rapped 11 
hits, seven for extra bases. 
Tony Fernandez hit an RBI 
triple and Jesse Barfield and 
rookie Mike Sharperson 
added run-scoring doubles. 
"We showed some power, 
some speed, some great 
pitching and some clutcn hit- 
ting," Moseby said. "But 
that's our ballclub. Nobody 
D See Tribe page 9. 
Netters have perfect weekend 
by Randy Maggard 
sports reporter 
.  It wasn't an ideal weekend to 
Slay tennis in Bowling Green, 
ut the men's tennis team 
braved the cold windy condi- 
tions Friday and Saturday to 
win all three matches in short- 
ened contests. 
Mother Nature forced the net- 
ters to play abbreviated pro sets 
over the weekend and even 
forced the cancellation of dou- 
bles play in two of the matches. 
What's more, the pro sets Sat- 
urday were condensed from ten 
games to eight games. Instead 
of playing the usual best of three 
sets, a pro set determines its 
winner by the person who wins 
ten games first. The victor must 
win by two. 
The Falcons defeated the Uni- 
versity of Cincinnati Friday 7-2 
in the only complete match of 
the weekend. Mark Cavalier de- 
feated UC's Cliff Reister 105 in 
first singles while BG's Kurt 
Hammerschmidt beat the Bear- 
cat's Rob Ziegler 108 in second 
singles. 
The Falcons' Mike Cansfield 
defeated UC's Steve Smitson in 
third singles 10-4 while Andy 
Sallee of BG beat the Bearcat's 
John Keating 10-4 in fourth sin- 
gles. In fifth singles, the Fal- 
cons' Ken Bruce downed UC's 
Rich Lonneman 10-4 while Mike 
Hain of BG defeated Anthony 
Yates 108. 
In doubles action, Boysen and 
Cansfield won first doubles 10-2 
over UC's Reister and Ziegler. 
The Falcons dropped the second 
and third doubles matches with 
scores of 8-10 and 8-10. 
"Our singles play was strong 
but our doubles play didn't per- 
form as well as they should 
have," BG coach Bob Gill said. 
After the UC match, the Fal- 
cons met Indiana State Univer- 
sity Friday to play the singles 
matches. The doubles matches 
were scheduled for Saturday but 
had to be cancelled due to 
weather. BG won 5-1. 
In first singles, Cavalier de- 
feated Claude Servant of ISU10- 
6 while Hammerschmidt de- 
feated Jean-Francois Grenier of 
Indiana State 10-8 in second sin- 
gles. ISU's Dallas Kelsey de- 
feated BG's Cansfield in third 
singles 10-7. Sallee beat the Sy- 
camore's Mark Smith 10-4 In 
fourth singles while Bruce won 
fifth singles over ISU's Ed Bar- 
ksdale 10-1. BG's Hain defeated 
the Sycamore's Dave Satca in 
sixth singles 10-3. 
With no dramatic change in 
weather, Saturday's match was 
without doubles play while the 
already shortened singles play 
was shortened again to the best 
of eight games. The Falcons 
swept Wright State University 6- 
0. 
Cavalier defeated WSU's 
Wade Ruppert 8-1 in first singles 
while BG s Hammerschmidt de- 
feated the Raiders' John Robin- 
son 8-3 in second singles. Sallee 
defeated WSU's Robert Lee 8-2 
in third singles while Hain beat 
Joe Krufza 8-0 in fourth singles. 
BG's Peter Ellsworth won fifth 
singles over the Raider's Mark 
Blair 8-0 as another Falcon, 
John Green, defeated Robert 
Leary 84 to win sixth singles. 
The wins improved the Falcon 
record to 8-7 overall. 
BG News/Pete Fellman 
Moe Ankney, heading Into his second year as Bowling Green's head football coach. Is busy preparing his 
squad this spring for next season. This is BG's second week of spring practice. The Falcons will open the 
1987 season on Sept. 5 against the defending national champions — Penn State. 
Reds' offense pounds Expos 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Terry Francona and 
Barry Larkin hit two-run homers during a nine- 
run fourth inning yesterday that powered the 
Cincinnati Reds to an 11-5 victory over the Mon- 
treal Expos in the traditional National League 
opener. 
Eric Davis went 3-for-3 with a homer, drove in 
two runs, stole two bases and scored three times 
as the Reds overcame a 5-1 third-inning deficit for 
their fifth consecutive season-opening victory. 
Cincinnati sent 12 batters to the plate against 
loser Floyd Youmans and two relievers in the 
fourth, its most productive inning since scoring 10 
runs against the New York Mets on May 4,1985. 
The Reds' big inning and 12-hit attack overcame 
a rocky start by Cincinnati left-hander Tom 
Browning, battered for eight hits and five runs in 
just three innings. Bill Landrum earned his first 
major-league victory with one perfect inning. 
The game was played under cloudy skies on a 
cool, damp afternoon, with 55,166 fans braving 
pre-game showers to see the Reds' 101st home 
opener. It was the largest ever regular-season 
attendance at Riverfront Stadium. Cincinnati, 
which boasts of the first professional baseball 
team, traditionally opens the National League 
season. 
New league President A. Bartlett Giamatti was 
scheduled to throw out the ceremonial first pitch, 
but he was involved in negotiations with major- 
league umpires in New York and couldn't attend. 
The umpires reached a contract agreement a few 
hours before the game. Former baseball commis- 
sioner A.B. "Happy" Chandler filled in for Gia- 
matti, winding up and bouncing the ceremonial 
first pitch in the dirt. 
Seven pitches later, Mitch Webster lined a ball 
over the left-field wall for Montreal's first run. He 
also singled home the Expos' fourth run of the 
game in the second inning. 
Davis led off the Reds' second with a homer, but 
Cincinnati left fielder Kal Daniels' fielding error 
gave back the run in the third. 
Youmans, at age 22, was the youngest pitcher to 
start an Expos' opener. 
Photo/Brad Phalin 
The Falcons' Mark Cavalier gives it  his all  here.  His efforts earned him a  perfect 30 singles record  in 
competion this weekend and helped BG post wins over Cincinnati. Indiana State, and Wright State. 
"Our team handled the weather 
best. The other teams had to 
face the same conditions we did, 
so no one had an advantage," 
Gill said. 
The conditions facing the Fal- 
cons this week will be even 
tougher as they take on three 
quality squads. 
BG faces Notre Dame, a team 
which the Falcons haven't 
beaten since 1969, today at 3:30 
p.m. at Keefe Courts. 
"We will use the same line-up 
against Notre Dame that we use 
against   MAC   (Mid-American 
Conference) teams," Gill said. 
Tomorrow, the Falcons will 
face Wooster College, ranked in 
the Divisionin top twenty. Sat- 
urday, the netters host Ball 
State at 1:30 p.m.. The Cardinals 
have won the conference the 
past three years. 
BG 14th at PO tourney 
Linksters' preparation hampered by poor weather 
by Dennis Cisco 
sports reporter 
Most coaches and athletic teams would tend to 
agree in the old adage that "practice makes 
perfect." 
The Bowling Green men's golf team would like 
to test the saying out. In fact, the squad would just 
like some practice time on the course. 
BG tied tor 14th place in the Purdue Invitational 
at West Lafeyette, Ind. last weekend with a 36-hole 
total 657. 
Miami of Ohio captured the tournament with a 
616, edging out Illinois by one stroke in the 16-team 
event. Purdue, who copped the invitational last 
year, placed third with a 622, while Northwestern 
finished fourth at 624 and Michigan State took fifth 
with a 625. 
Saturday marked a very trying afternoon for 
the golfers. Several veteran coaches tabbed the 
day "the hardest day to play golf they had ever 
seen." Considering the conditions, BG's 12th place 
following Saturday was respectful. However, the 
Falcons fell with their play on Sunday and landed 
the spot knotted with Western Illinois. 
"We played decent on Saturday, but Sunday we 
Stayed poorly. We just (hdn't produce," BG coach 
res Nye said. "MSU and Purdue practiced all 
week. Hell, we didn't even play. You can't learn 
too much hitting ball in the rec center. 
"Maybe we will get one day of practice for two 
consecutive tournaments (including this week- 
end) and that's hard on a team," Nye said. "We 
can prepare mentally (inside), but we have to get- 
outside and do the physical part." 
Rob Barsantee grabbed medalist honors for the 
Falcons carding a 162 (83-79) on the par-71 course.:■ 
Last weekend, the senior paced BG with a sixth 
place finish at the Camp Lejeune Intercolle-giate. 
Junior Eric Stacy posted the next best score 
with a 163 (80-83). Scott Schimmoeller and Pat 
Bryan followed with 164 (83-81) and 168 (86-82) 
respectively. Captain Will Brown rounded out the 
BG tourney scores with a 174 (90-841. 
Miami's Mark Brewer was the tourney medalist 
with a six-over par 148. 
"Experience really showed. The better teams 
and the better players still won," Nye said. "The 
experience really paid off and that's what we don't 
have. It was a trying situation." 
The Falcons will be in action this weekend in the 
54-hole Marshall Invitational in Huntington, WV. 
The teams competing will play 36 holes Friday 
and finish the tournament on Saturday on the 
Guyan Country Club. 
With the wet and cold conditions, the Falcons 
will probably be staying inside most of the week. 
"We have kids who want to work, but they just 
can't because of the weather. It's very frustrat- 
ing," Nye said. "The weather was been tremen- 
dously bad and that's a fact. There is nothing 
anyone can do about it." 
Williams proves he can recruit 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - 
When Gary Williams became 
basketball coach at Ohio State 
University last year, there were 
whispers that he wasn't a great 
recruiter. 
Williams could put those 
doubts to rest Wednesday. 
That's the first day of the spring 
period in which high school se- 
niors are allowed to sign na- 
tional letters of intent. 
Williams signed Ohio's Class 
AAA Player of the Year, Treg 
Lee of Cleveland St. Joseph's, 
and the small-school Player of 
the Year, Eli Brewster, in the 
fall signing period. 
He also has picked up two 
transfers - 6-foot-ll Grady 
Mateen, a former backup to 
Patrick Ewing at Georgetown, 
and 6-1 James Bradley, who 
signed last year with Miami of 
In addition, Perry Carter, a 6- 
8,235-pounder from Washington. 
D.C., by way of Maine Central 
Institute in Pittsfield, Maine, 
has verbally indicated that he 
will sign with Ohio State. He is 
expected to sign a letter of intent 
with the Buckeyes later in the 
week. 
That leaves one more avail- 
able scholarship. 
Williams, who was unavail- 
able for comment yesterday 
while coaching in the Aloha 
Classic in Hawaii, reportedly is 
holding a scholarship for 6-1, 
165-pound point guard Rudy 
Archer of Alle-gany Community 
College in Cumberland, Md. 
Archer has narrowed his 
choices to West Virginia, Clem- 
son, Maryland, Wake Forest, 
and Ohio State. He visited West 
Virginia last weekend and will 
make his final visit to Ohio State 
Archer, who has more than 900 
assists in his two seasons of junior college play, was re- 
cruited out of high school by 
Williams when Williams was 
coaching at Boston College. He 
also was recruited by Rick Bar- 
nes, who currently is an Ohio 
State assistant coach, when Bar- 
nes was an assistant at George 
Mason. 
"Rick stayed with Rudy when 
a lot of other guys jumped off," 
said Allegany's coach, Bob Kirk. 
Ohio State also is said to be 
looking at 6-4 Kirk Taylor of 
Dayton Dunbar, the Most Valu- 
able Player in the Class AAA 
state tournament, and 6-2 point 
guard Anderson Hunt of Detroit 
Southwestern. 
Ohio State is a late entry in the 
race for Taylor's signature. He 
visited Miami of Florida last 
weekend after leading his team 
to the big-school state 
championship one week earlier. 
Hunt averaged 20.5 points per 
game and has made visits to 
Nevada-Las Vegas, DePaul, and 
Ohio State. His team's only de- 
feat this season came in the 
Michigan Class A championship 
game. 
'I doubt if we'll use both of our 
scholarships this week," said 
Ohio State assistant Jim Clea- 
mons. "We would probablv 
wait." 
Lee, a 6-foot-8 forward, scored 
18 points, picked off 12 rebounds 
and had seven assists last week 
in the 23rd annual Dapper Dan 
Roundball Classic in Pittsburgh. 
Brewster, a 6-3 guard, and Lee 
have been named to Parade 
magazine's All-America team. 
Carter, also a Parade Ail- 
American, averaged 24.3 points 
and 18.7 rebounds per game at 
MQ. 
Bradley was the leading 
scorer in the state two years ago 
at Columbus Brookhaven High 
School, while Mateen is a former 
all-stater from Akron Central- 
Hower. 
Ohio State in 1987-88 also will 
have the services of Randy 
Doss, who sat out last season 
after failing to qualify under the 
NCAA's academic requirements 
for freshmen. 
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Baseball, hot dogs, and arguing 
In The Game f£l Matt ^    Winlc.ljohn 
|   | Ass't. Sports 
Editor 
Argument season opened 
yesterday. Who's better? The 
Yankees. The Indians. The 
Astros. The Reds. The Phils. 
Yeah, that's the ticket. I'U 
take the Phillies in the National 
League Eastern Division. The 
Mets are good, but this year, the 
Phillies will be better. 
Don't get me wrong, when 
they're firing on all their 
cylinders, the Mets are the best 
team in baseball. But, like any 
car, no matter how expensive, 
mechanical problems nave a 
nasty way of messing up a good 
thing. 
The Phillies are going to mess 
up a lot of plans this year. 
Philadelphia has advantages 
tangible, and intangible. 
The Phillies are going to beat 
the Mets on the strength of two 
things: their starting eight and 
the law of averages. 
LOFT RENTAL 
REGISTRATION 
FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
• April  13.  14.  15,  17, 20, 
21, 27, 28 
• AT     THE     UNION,     3rd 
Floor, Fort Room, 9-5 
OR  CALL  FOR  A  MAIL-IN 
REGISTRATION (Due 5/15), 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION 
352-3836 
9-5 M-F 
FREE 
write: A.I.M.D.X. 
P0 Bon 60369 
Sai Diego CA 
92106-8369 
PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
OWNERS 
Lisl of 100 services you can offer 
and earn S5O00 per month! 
1 RESUMES 
kinko's 
113 Railroad 
354-3977 
The law of averages first. 
It's very difficult to repeat. 
This sports cliche is beaten into 
the ground, but its premise is a 
valid one, particularly in 
professional sports. 
Among other things, free- 
agency, players who are less 
willing to play through injuries, 
guaranteed contracts, and 
sophisticated scouting systems 
have fostered a greater degree 
of parity in pro sport. And that 
parity has made    repeating 
harder. 
Plenty of recent examples 
support this theory. The Celtics 
and Lakers come to mind. Then 
there are the Chicago Bears and 
the 1984/85 Detroit Tigers. 
Sparky Anderson said after the 
Tigers' World Championship 
season that his club was one of 
the best of all time, a dynasty in 
the making. 
Sorry Sparky, but you were a 
fool to count on Morris, Petry, 
and Terrell each repeating their 
years as starting pitchers. And 
Sou didn't really think Willie 
lernandez was going to convert 
on 32 of 33 save opportunities 
again did you? 
Need I mention the fact 
players like Chet Lemon and 
Larry Herndon were having 
career-best years? 
It's purely the law of 
averages. Lenny Dykstra won't 
repeat his performance of a 
year ago. Ray Knight (who 
arguably had the best year of his 
career) is gone at third base. 
Can Wally Backman hit .320 
again? Maybe, but don't bet the 
mortgage on it. 
Now tor the real laugh, the 
possibility of the pitching staff 
pulling off a successful encore. 
Do you think the Mets' top four 
starters are going to combine 
for a 66-23 record again? Do you 
think they're going to average 
183 strikeouts each, with a mean 
ERA of 2.83? 
Can reliever Roger McDowell 
win 14 games, save 22 and post 
another 3.02 ERA? Can Jesse 
Orosco save 21 games again 
with an ERA of 2.33? Or will his 
pitching elbow finally explode 
for the last time? 
Hint: All five questions have 
something in common with the 
following question: Were the 
Milwaukee Brewers and St. 
Louis Cardinals able to replicate 
their performances after their 
meeting in the 1982 World 
Series? 
□ See Phils, page 9. 
ffflffl TJODE SfflKE m fflBSKMSWir 
TITOS (PLUDB.LT.DES GDS» TTfflK MITTS 
HEAD TO HEAD 
PLAYER. .1966town.. GAMES. AT BATS. BATTING AVERAGE .28 HR RBI.. SB. RUNS 
CATCHER • 
Lance Parrish. Detroit 91 320 .257 6 22 62      0 53 
Gary Carter, Mets 132 490 255 14 24 105      1 81 
FIRST BASE 
Von Hayes, Phillies 156 610 308 46 19 96     24 107 
Keith Hernandez. Mets 149 551 .310 34 13 83      2 94 
SECOND BASE 
Juan Samuel, Phillies 145 591 .266 36 16 78     42 90 
Wally Backman, Mets 124 387 320 16 1 27     13 67 
THIRD BASE 
Mike Schmidt, Phillies 160 552 .290 29 37 119    1 97 
Howard Johnson, Mets 88 220 245 14 10 39    8 30 
SHORTSTOP 
Steve Jeltz, Phillies 145 439 .219 11 0 36    6 44 
Rafael Santana, Mets 139 394 .218 11 1 28     0 38 
LEFTFELD 
Mike Easier, Yankees 146 490 .302 26 14 78     3 64 
Kevin McReynokJs, Padres 158 560 .288 31 26 96    8 89 
CENTER FIELD 
Jeff Stone, Phillies 82 249 .277 6 6 19  19 32 
Lenny Dykstra, Mets 147 431 .295 27 8 45   31 77 
RIGHT FIELD 
Glenn Wilson, Phillies 155 564 .277 30 15 84      5 70 
Oarryl Strawberry, Mets 136 475 259 27 27 93    26 76 
QUESTIONS. 
WHEN SHOULD THE COLLEGE STUDENT 
CALL FAMILY AND FRIENDS? 
a) During weekends until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm 
to 8 am Sunday through Friday; to save over 50% off 
AT&T's weekday out-of-state rates. 
b) The minute your bank statement reveals a negative 
$60 balance. 
c) Between 5 pm and 11 pm, Sunday through Friday, to 
save 38% off AT&T's weekday out-of-state rate. 
d) With AT&T, any time you want a clear long distance 
connection. 
e) When you hear they've removed the mysterious 
"Venetian Blind" ritual from your fraternity initiation. 
You've just aced the calculus exam 
that you'd been dreading like the plague. 
Your date last night told you she had an "out-' 
of-body" experience. Your roommate's joined a 
new cult that worships luncheon meats. 
When you're away at school, there are a million re^H 
sons to stay in touch with the people you miss. And thereli 
no easier way to do it than with 4BIMMKHLtfMsHHM 
Between our discount calling periods and our everyday hi| 
quality service, the best time to call with 4|$MBB£lHlM 
JMBs any time you want to say "Hello," or "Guess 
what?" or "You won't believe this, but..." 
on, | 
11987 AT&T 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
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Phils  
D Continued from page 8. 
What can be expected of the 
Mets this year? The answer is 
similar to the answer to these 
questions: What happened to the 
Phillies and the Orioles in 1984? 
The Tigers and the Padres in 
1985? The Cardinals and the 
Royals last year? 
Don't forget the Motor City 
club was being compared with 
the best teams in baseball his- 
tory during and after its 1984 
work of art. 
Maybe a headstart in the 
search for answers would be a 
nice gesture on my part. Mc- 
Dowell had hernia surgery a 
couple of weeks ago. And 
Gooden is in a hospital trying to 
do something about his drug 
problem. 
Plain and simple, though ad- 
mittedly anything but scientific 
theory, the law or averages has 
been in full effect in the 1980's. 
Classifieds 
New York's pitching staff will 
have a hard time breaking that 
law (unlike some others) in 1987. 
Though the Phils' pitching is just slightly better than middle- 
of-the-road, they will win in the 
East because their starting 
eight is better than the Mets 
starting octet. 
Surprised? Plain and simple, 
this part is a matter of numbers, 
the language of baseball. 
With a healthy back, take 
Phillie Lance Parrish behind the 
plate. Offensively, he and Gary 
Carter are nearly equal, but the 
33-year old (tomorrow) Carter is 
due to begin his journey down 
the quick side of the career 
mountain, and Parrish has an 
arm that makes a Carter throw 
to second look like an Eephus 
pitch. 
Keith Hernandez has nothing 
on Von Hayes at first base now 
that the former Cleveland In- 
dian has hit his stride. 
Juan Samuel over Wallv 
Backman in a second at second. 
Ill take Mike Schimdt at third 
over any infielder in the Na- 
tional League. 
You can have the shortstops 
from both teams, but please, 
take the Mets' Rafael Santana 
first. 
Kevin McReynolds may turn 
out to be a doozy in left, but how 
will his fragile ego hold up in the 
Big Apple? Give him a slight 
edge over the Phils' Hitman, 
Mike Easier. 
Dykstra over the Phillies' 
combination of Jeff Stone and 
whoever in center. 
Darryl Strawberry and Glenn 
Wilson. Interesting comparison. 
The baseball world is well aware 
of Strawberry's potential. The 
Mets are also aware of his glass- 
like ego and body and his incon- 
sistency   (ie.   O-for-August   at 
home last year). 
Despite menial speed, Wilson 
is a superior defensive out- 
fielder with an powerful arm. 
Last year, he led the majors in 
assists for an outfielder with 20. 
Beyond his defensive skills, 
Wilson's pretty damn fine with 
the bat. After a slow start last 
year, he finished with a proud 84 
RBI's. In the last two years he 
has driven in 186 runs to Straw- 
berry's 172. 
Strawberry is tantamount to 
the Mets success and he does the 
team no good while sitting in a 
whirlpool. With so many petty 
injuries and persisent slump, 
Strawberry's no more valuable 
than Wilson. 
So the Phils are going to be 
better than the Mets. 
Then Philadelphia will have a 
hard time making it to the World 
Series. 
But that's another argument. 
Tribe  
D Continued from page 7. 
should be surprised." 
A crowd of 40,404 watched the 
game, the first in the majors this 
year. Temperatures were near 
SO and a light rain began to fall 
in the fifth Inning. 
Key, 14-11 with a 3.57 earned- 
run average last year, gave up a 
two-run homer to Pat Tabler in 
the fourth inning. He struck out 
three and walked three and got 
his biggest out in the second 
inning by fanning Chris Bando 
with the bases loaded. 
"That's a key out because if he 
gets a hit the game's tied and 
they've still got guys on base," 
Key said. 
Eicchorn gave up three hits, 
including a solo home run to 
Cory Snyder in the seventh, and 
Henke worked the ninth. 
Moseby, who hit a career-high 
21 homers last season, hit a solo 
homer off Tom Candiotti with 
two outs in the first. 
Upshaw, whose home-run pro- 
duction dropped drastically to 
nine in 1986, made it 24 with a 
leadoff homer in the second. 
Toronto added a run later in the 
second when rookie Fred 
McGriff walked, stole second, 
moved to third on catcher Chris 
Bando's wild throw and scored 
on Fernandez's triple. 
Barfield's double scored 
George Bell, who had walked, 
for a 4-2 lead in the fifth and the 
Blue Jays chased Candiotti, who 
led the league with 17 complete 
games last season, in the sixth. 
After Ernie Whitt doubled and 
McGriff walked, Sharperson hit 
an RBI double off reliever Doug 
Jones. Moseby singled home 
both runners for a 7-2 lead. 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
•••NOTICE"" 
SporhQM Presentaliona oiler valuable nlorma- 
lion about career palha. detailed position 
respons**ties and organlzatinal philosophy Al 
students scheduhno interviews are stronoly en- 
couraged to attend appropriate spothghts 
University Placement Services recrurter lounge 
at 7 PM To enter the Student Services Building 
In the everwig. please use the patio entrance 
There are important services available to you at 
the University Placement Services Please note 
that not al organizations and companies regular- 
ly recrurl on college campuses The list below 
generaty reflects the high demand areas in the 
world ot work Don't become discouraged If 
your career Held is not requested To assist you 
«i conducting an assertive |0b serach. the 
University Placement Services provides career 
and placement counseling, credential services. 
|Ob search workshops professional develop- 
ment seminars, career lairs and an alumni 
Falcon Network Our excellent Career 
Resource Library otters you career and 
employer information and current rob vacancies 
an ALL career fields Placement Counselors 
dvectty refer registered students to employers 
«i the* desired career fields Insure your ac- 
cess to these services by registering with the 
University Placement Services in your final year 
at Bowing Green Stale University 
ON CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULE FOR 
THE WEEKS OF April 20. April 27. and May 4. 
19*7 
Scheduling On-Campus Interview 
Appoint menti 
The first day of sign ups for interviews during 
the period ot April 20 through May 8 1987 will 
be held on Wednesday. Apr* 8. at 4 PM m the 
North East Commons Signups for EDUCA- 
TION MAJORS will be held al 6 PM m me Forum 
ot me Student Services Building AH registrants 
must have a Frat Choice Interview Card 10 par- 
tiapote m the first day ol signups After me first 
day. students and alumni-ae may sign-up for B> 
renews from 8 AM to 5 PM at the University 
Placement Services, 360 Student Services 
Building 
A Credential Form must be submitted lor each 
interview scheduled at the time of sign-up 
It for any reason you cannot keep your appoint- 
ment, please can the University Placement Ser- 
vices no later than 9 AM on the work day 
BEFORE your scheduled interview The 
telephone number is 372-2356 Failure to do 
so w* be considered Insufficient Notice Two 
Insufficient Notices wM result in forfeiture ol 
signup privileges for the next recruiting period 
NO SHOW POLICY 
Failure lo appear for a scheduled xilennew will 
result in immediate suspension ol your sign-up 
privileges for the next recruiting period You are 
required to send a letter ot apology to the 
employer. Ne a copy of this letter with the 
University Placement Services, and meet with a 
Placement Counselor Any student who twice 
(ails to honor hrs-her interview commitments will 
be denied mferviewxvj privileges (or the re- 
mainder of the academic year 
TUFSOAY   APRIL 7 
Juraor Orientation Meeting. 7 PM 
Lenhart Grand BaAroom. University UmonF 
MONDAY, APRIL 20 
Oetoitte. Haskns 1 Sets 
TUESDAY. APRIL 21 
Midland Public Schools. 
MkSand. Ml 
Ottawa County Schools. 
Oak Harbor. OH 
US Navy Officer Programe 
US Navy Information Table 
Tuesday   April 21. 8-5 PM 
University Union Foyer 
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 22 
The Limned Express 
Mutual ol Omaha 
New Eden Marketing Group 
THURSDAY. APRIL 23 
Cincinnati Public Schools. 
Cincinnati. OH 
Clermont Co Board of Education. 
Batava. OH 
Lever Brothers 
Lucas Co Office of Education. 
Toledo. OH 
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance 
FRIDAY. APRIL 24 
Yetow Freight System. Inc 
TUESDAY. APRIL 28 
The Limited 
The Netl Co . Dry 
ol The Treaty Company 
US Air Force 
West Carrolton City Schools. 
Wesl CarroHon. OH 
WEDNESDAY. APRIL 29 
Ashland City Schools. 
Ashland. OH 
Cobb General Hospital 
West Carrolton City Schools. 
West Canotlon. OH 
Spottght McDonald s Corp 
THURSDAY. APRIL 30 
Boy Scouts of America 
McDonald's Corporation 
Ross Laboratories. 
Drv ot Abbott Laboratories 
Sidney City Schools 
Sidney. OH 
FRIDAY, MAY 1 
Maple Heights dry Schools. 
Maple Heights. OH 
Twmsburg City Schools. 
Twinsburg. OH 
THURSDAY. MAY 7 
Mansfield City Schools. 
Mansfield. OH 
WeslervUe City Schools. 
WestervHe. OH 
FRIDAY. MAY 8 
Western* Crfy Schools. 
WeslervUe. OH 
CAMPUS cV CITY EVENTS 
"A VISIT FROM PRESIDENT OLSCAMP" 
TO OFFENHAUER TOWERS 
TONIGHT. APRIL 7 7:00 PM 
Come hear the President speak about his ex- 
periences as president. A question-answer ses- 
sion wfl conclude the program Free and open 
to al-Oftenhauer Mam Lobby 
1987 UNIVERSITY BALL 
Friday, April 10 
8.00 pm Lenhart Grand Balkoom 
Reservations 
425 Studenl Services 
BG Chamber of Commerce 
Mortar Board Members 
Featuring 
Stan Sterner s Big Band Sound 
Sponsored by Mortar Board 
Bowing Green Public Relations 
Organization is meeting Tuesday. April 7 al 
6:30 p m. in Room 102 Hanna Al Journalism & 
Pre-loumaksm majors welcome 
BYOB 
Be Your Own Boss 
Presenta.   John   Newlove   ot   Newlove 
Ream/Tuesday. April 7 102 BA 
Speaking on "How To G»l Started In the Real 
Estate Business ' 
Come learn how lo be your own boss m real 
estate 
ELECTIONSI 
The election for president, vice president 
secretary, and treasurer of GSS wi take place 
on April 24 Those Interested m the positions 
MUST FILE a nominating petition by Friday April 
10   Details available through GSS (2 24261 
Financial Mgml. Assoc Meeting 
Election Nominations and 
Investor Fair Info 
Tues . April 7 I 10 BA 
NO EXIT 
Aprils 11. u HalRm 405. 8 PM 
NO EXIT 
Planned Parenthood 
wi be caWng for your annual 
gift to support the Wood County 
 Ckmc  Aprl 7. 8. 9 7-9 PM  
Robert Welly. V P of Human Resources for 
Unon Carbide, wi be speaking at the Student 
Personnel Association meeting on Tuesday. 
April 7 at 8 00 In 116 BA The topic wfl be 
Strategic Planning and Restructuring after 
Bhopal" Everyone welcome Questions 
encouraged 
LOST & FOUND 
FOUND PRESCRIPTION GLASSES IN TAN 
CASE READING WICKUFFE. OHIO FOUND IN 
FRONT OF EPPLER NORTH ACROSS FROM 
CEMETARY ON TUES   CALL 2-2671 
Lost: Long, Black wool coal from Marks on St. 
Patricks Day. Keys In pocket. Please return. 
Call 3534071 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnantf Concerns' 
Free pregnancy test, 
objective information 
By appointment or walk ■* 
Cat NOW 354-HOPE 
We provide typing of repetitive letters, 
resumes, maflng labels, term papers, club & 
business newsletters Also UPS A Federal Ex- 
press, bufk mating a much more Please can lor 
more information Hours 8am 6pm Mon 
through Fn & 8am 3pm. Sat The Main Office. 
20 N Third St Suite C. WatervHe. OH 43566 
8788638 
FOREIGN STUDENT Gel a K» before you 
graduate and stay in US under new law Sent 
$19 95 for tins step-by step guide Young » 
Co. PO Box 241090. Memphis TN 
38124-1090 
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy test, ob- 
ractive information By appointment or ws* in 
Cal MOW 3S4-H0PE 
Typing and Word Processing Services and 
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM quality 
print soe»ng checked A to Z Data 352-5042 
Wordprocessing-typing done, tree disk 
storage, cal Sue «i Maumee 893-4166 
WOMEN'S CLINIC 
2700 Monroe St . Toledo Ottering 
gynecological services & pregnancy termination 
by kcenaed physician including prenatal. 
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Pap test (tor cer- 
vical cancer). VD screening, birth control into . 
Tube! Ugahon termination of pregnancy up 
through 10 weeks (special rales tor students ) 
By appointment 1-241-2471 
PERSONALS 
Antique Jewelry reproductions 
•n crass 
Locttets. Bar pins 
Earrings   Necklaces 
at Calico. Sage & Thyme 
115 Clay St 352-5417 
Continued on p. 10 
HERE'S YOUR CHANCE... 
II' to develop your sales abilities in college with the potential of being one of the highest paid 
students on campus ... 
to prepare yourself for the post-graduate career 
hunt by showing your initiative now! 
Applications are now being accepted for BG News Advertising Sales 
positions for Summer 1987 and the 1987-88 academic year. 
Job descriptions and applications available at 214 West Hall. 
Application deadline: Friday, April 10   5 p.m. 
Hurry! Availability Limited! 
Preferred Properties Co. 
835 High St. - Rental Office      Phone: 352-9378 
Available for fall rentals: 
Piedmont-8" & High St.  650 Sixth St.  707 Sixth St.  818 Seventh St. 
Our apartments feature two bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat, laundry 
areas in each building, lots of closet space, 1VJ baths. 
Cherrywood Health Spa 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. The facility features Hydro 
Spa Whirlpool, Shower  Massage,  Indoor Heated  Pool,  Mefos  Sauna, 
Complete Exercise facilities and Equipment. 
Stop In and see our listings for summer rentals!  
Applications are being accepted 
for 
Summer 1987 BG News editor 
Fall 1987 BG News editor 
1987-88 Gavel editor 
1988 KEY editor 
1987-88 Miscellany editor 
1987-88 Obsidian editor 
Application torms may be obtained at 
The BG News office, 214 West Hall. 
Applications due 5 p.m. Thursday April 16. 
STERLING 
FOOD STORE 
APRIL'S ALIVE 
WITH VALUES AT 
STERLING 
PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 6 THRU APRIL 18 
rsra Jin n PEPSI, 
DIET PEPSI, 
MT. DEW, 
SLICE 
'% 
8 PACK-16 0Z. 
RETURNABLES 
(OHIO STOKES ONI VI 
PLUS 
DEPOSIT 
STERLING 
HOMOGENIZED 
\\ MILK 
M79 
PLASTIC 
™      GALLON 
.-■:•*GW 
PIZZA 
G*W 
PIZZA 
10% 02. 
ALL 
1
 VARIETIES 
STERLING 
COTTAGE 
CHEESE 
.429 
24 OZ 
CARTON 
30c 
&fe 
FRITO-LAY 
RUFFLES 
6% OZ. PKG. $109 
COKE, 
DIET COKE, 
CHERRY COKE, 
SPRITE 
(OHIO STOKES ONLY) 
USD* 
STAMP COUPONS 
6LADLY ACCEPTED 
STERLING! 
STANDING TALL IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD 
TICKETS SOLD 
AT ALL ST0P.ES 
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WANT TO THY 
PUB-GRUB 
OR ENGLISH LASER?? 
FIND OUT ABOUT mi 
EVERT WED EVEWNS il 7:M IN 
411 SOUTH HAIL 
SI00 reward tor Information loading lo the ar 
rest and conviction ol persons who slola my 
large colecbon al horaaa and tarranum from my 
garage Fee 10 12 207 Byal Ave BG Cat 
363-6308 o> 362-7180 or CM Stoppers 
362-0077 
' A VISIT FROM PRESIDENT OLSCAMP *' 
TO OFFENHAUER TOWERS 
APRIL 7. 1987 7:00 PM 
Quest ion-Answer aaaaloo and raoaptlon 
Sponsored by Offenhauer RA'a 
•ALPHA PHI SENIORS" 
THIS IS YOUR WEEK 
LETS UVE IT UP" 
•ALPHA PHI SENIORS' 
"Ami LaMaalar" 
Congrats on your Alpha Xi-FUl lavaaenrtg lo 
Ml Mayl 
Low. 
your Alpha XI Siatars 
•DANCE-DANCE"DANCE• 
UNIVERSITY BALL 
April 10   8 00 pm 
with Stan Sterner s Big Band Sound 
•ELIZABETH A WALTER' 
CONQRATULATIOHC on your lantaslic intern 
ship oRar1 We re ao proud1 Love you tons1 Ann 
Whitney  Char. Marry. Mary Elian. Barb, and 
•UNIVERSITY BALL' 
•UNIVERSITY BALL- 
•UNIVERSITY BALL' 
Alter stitfsig a oabc-e tor Si 8 66. Patrick Q 
Murphy was last seen entering a ahady 
stnptease establishment on 42nd Street i New 
York City Ha was seen leaving shortly mreafler 
with two girls and a case ol Vodka Although 
deathly afraid ol boats. speculators aay thai he 
may be staggering towards the Port ol Buffalo 
More to coma Its believed thai ha may be sat- 
ing Towards hrs Alma Mater. Bowkng Green 
State Urwersity        
AMY. ANQ. SHELL. ANO MY "SOCIAL 
COMMITTEE" 
Thanks so much for being here lor me whan I 
need you most, getting me ready lor corn- 
peflton. and bringing back the party animal Jus! 
wait I Sal nr»i 
Bethany 
Backy Lynden 
Happy 21st Birthday1 
Love. 
Dan 
Beta 500 ■ Phi Mu   Beta 500   Phi Mu 
OoFNMg 
GoPhiMu 
Beta 500 • Pt» Mu • Bate 500   Phi Mu 
Caroline Laneer 
Congralulefiona on your engagement 
Your Friday Magazsie Staff 
OH Omega Tracy Greui 
We love our piedge educator1 
You re the basil 
Love. Your Pledges 
ChrtsNaro 
f2r*ia«»»iaaorsi on your acceptance to Wake 
Forest Law School' It came as no surprise to 
us. out donl be surprised rf three unexpected 
viellors show up al your door- Best ol Luck 
Love. 
Your roomies 
COSSNO. 
TIMOTHY LEARY 
APRIL a 
aweyatiaetlone lo Tarry Safvino on her Alph XI 
1 Sigma CM pinning lo John Hatcher'! 
Love, 
your Alpha XI Stetera 
CONGRATULATIONS'    KATHLEEN    M 
AUSPERK 
ANO GARY A BAUER 
ON YOUR APR*. 1087 ENGAGEMENT 
DAVE-SORRY ABOUT THE BOUNCING BALL 
I'M PAYING J COMPENSATION' 
LOVE. 
BALL BREAKER 
OAVIOLEE 
Happy BMMay Beovl 
I LOVE YOU 
BUGS 
Dinner In Lendon?? 
An evening In Paris'? 
For more Info.: 
«11 South Hall 
Wed. nlghll al 7:30 
Financial Mgmt. Aaaoc Meeting 
Election Nomlnatona and 
Investor Fair Info 
Tues    April 7   110 BA 
Fooler, Ma. Thumper and Llssy, 
Just to say I'm so happy lo have Ussy snd 
Fooler m my room again next year and to have 
Ma and Thumper next year, too' (Not to mention 
Jeff. Hoyt and Jeff I You lour are the beat and I 
know next year is going to be awesome11 love 
you guys! 
Your Mm. 
Scary 
P S Congrats Ma lor your DZ big Beth  I love 
youi 
Ooaaffwieiil Homes from St (U repair) Deen- 
qwent tax property Repossessions Call 
805-887-6000 Ext GH-0849 for current repo 
HI 
HAPPY NEIOHBOR DAY! 
Do something nice for your neighbors! 
Beta 500   Phi Mu   Beta 500   Phi Mu 
Go Phi Mu 
GoPlsMu 
Beta 500 - Pra Mu - Beta 500   Phi Mu 
Hey Sue. 
DM) you thank your 
staff today? 
Tina 
HEY YOU KXV BRONZE 000. 
I do have to admit it waa an interesting break If 
you ever want to drive "JOBT TIM MORE 
MR.ES" lor a beer. I'M mi And if I aver have to 
get etuck on lop ol a mountain m Fancy Gap 
again. I wouktfti want to be with anyone else 
but YOUI Sura. II walk down a dark foggy 
mounkan with you to gel a beer We didn't 
leech my goal, or yours BUT. It's sllll early. 
I'm sorry I wouldn't let you Juet Bay NO. but do 
you realty ftes a rats aaa? I guess I'm trying to 
say thanks lor the beat tan days of my ale 
THEM II NO SUBSTITUTE. How many mass 
did you say you owed me. 1600? When are you 
going to pay up. I'm ready when you are' 
PS. Da yeu hale ma yet? I hope net because I 
still leva you besteel. 
I love Ye. 
YOUR BEST FRIEND (Buddy) 
HOOVER, 
OKI YOU ENTER UAO'S ROOMMATE OF THE 
YEAR  CONTEST YET? ESSAYS ARE DUE 
WEDNESDAY APRIL a AT S PM IN THE UAO 
OFFICt 
SPUNKY 
IT'S UP TO YOUI 
Don't   forget to vote   m the   upcoming   USG 
elections' 
April 15-16 
9-5 Union loyer 6  10 Jerome Library 
Lorraine Moore 
You nsafy did il. can't believe it's true 
We're so happy. Steve ra too" 
Congratutatione on your engagement1 
Love.   Branca. Juke    Cheryl,  Laura.  Donna. 
Mlchaae and M«sy 
MARK SOMMER (THE SEXIEST GUY IN BGI. 
I JUST WANTED TO LET YOU KNOW THAT I 
HAD A REALLY GREAT TIME IN SOUTH 
CAROLINA ACTUALLY. THOSE WERE THE 
BEST FIVE DAYS (ANO NIGHTS) OF MY LIFE 
IF YOU EVER NEED ANYONE TO PLAY 
QUARTERS WITH. OR TO WALK ON THE 
BEACH WITH, I'M IN' 
PS YES. MY EYES ARE STILL BLUE 
Marahawn 
NO EXIT 
April 6 n   U  Hal Rm 405. 8 PM 
NO EXIT 
ONE VOTE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
VOTE USD 
Apr! 15-18 
9-5 Union loyer 6-tO Jerome Library 
OX PRODUCTIONS 
DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY 
WILL TRAVEL 
REASONABLE RATES 
TIM 353-8111 
PtNGUlN SILKSCREENING WE CUSTOM 
PRUT HATS. JACKETS SHIRTS ANO MORE 
TOP QUALITY. GUARANTEED LOWEST 
PRICES CALL FOR FREE QUOTES 
I 388 3382 
Rick. 
Here's the personal you've been waiting lor' I 
told you I weuM do si I love you very much and 
I'm gfcjd we're spending the reel ol our kvee 
. You make ma very very heppy 
Hugs 
and 
Kisses. 
Mynie 
OBNOXIOUS    Al BV ART PRlctT 
Sorntr PEOPLC SflV, 
Vlt., How OOYOU uwrri 
YouH come snRipr i 
SAY, 
LIK«f 
TOlS.. 
tSNTTHs)T R.I6HT? 
MYw*Yt  x'm 
OPSIV FOR toets.. 
JUST   WJRiTC... 
OtHOXIOVS AL 
305 DRRROUJ 
* Bf ST   ID*?* WILL. 
* I Of US WILL.   Be? 
fttrcriveo UNTH. 
APRIL U,H»7. 
* comments *L*O 
uJCt-ComaT.  
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
D€AtXWe: Two days -n advance bv 4 o m    i The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 65' per line. $1 95 minimum 
50* extra per ad lor bokJ type 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per tin* 
PREPAYMENT is required tor all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: rne BG News w* not be responsible tor error due to iHegiblrty or incomplete information Please come to 214 
West Hall immediately it there is an error m your ad The BG News win not be responsible 'or typographical 
error9 m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves the right to rsteeae the names ot individuals who place advertising m The News The 
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The 
purpose of Itus policy is lo discourage the piacament of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily 
embarrassing to individuals er organtzabons 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name ______ .  
Address . ____  
Social Security # or Account #  
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear 
(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)  
.Phone* 
Classification in which you wish your ad to appear: 
        Campus ft CHy Evants* _ 
       LoH ft Found _ 
       Bidet _ 
       Sorvlcea Ottered _ 
         Personals 
'CempusiClly Event ads are published tree ot charge tor one dey for a non-profit event or meeting only 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sal* 
For Rent 
Data* Of Insertion Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West HallBGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(Checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
Total number ol daya to appear, 
J.W.A.P. 
•mart Way AIDS Protector, 
Prompt • embarrass-free * inexpensive 
CONDOMS liy Man 
Sand cash or money order lor SO-doien to 
SWAP.   PO    Box   S48   Sandueky.   OH 
44870-0548 (Include return address! 
Spring B*e Tune Up Special 
$14 99 
Purees s Bike Shop 
STEF (WITH AN F) ABBOT 
So you ssy it's your big 19th BIRTHDAY 
Wei wtio aaRed?"i?HAPPY BIRTHDAYi Love 
your buddies-- 
Katfty, Kim. Eva, Trlcaj. Lisa 
P.S. Drink some BOOZE on us1 
Tt-ETErVTOTTER 
TEETER-TOTTER 
TEETER-TOTTER 
THE POWER IS IN YOUR HANDS 
VOTE USG 
Aprs 15-16 
e--5 Union foyer 6-10 Jerome Library 
Don't forget to cast your vole" 
The Sisters ol Alpha XI Dana would like to con- 
gratulate Kety McCoy on her engagement to 
Gus Wegener' 
TO ALL OUR KEY WEST PARTHJRS: 
We left on Spring Break lo be tree from BG but 
glad we met some BG pertiers in the Keys. The 
perry started at sunset and went on Irom there 
lo Sfoppy's. Rick's. Durty Harry'a and Foley's 
Square The memories will keep cause they're 
some ol the best ol al those crazy nights down 
st Kay West We I have to party together again 
sooni 
Love ya' 
The 3 J'a A I 
P S In case you don't remember-thst's room 
117 Hoedsy Inn 
To Sheeey. the bsthday girl 
HAPPY 21ST 
No More Shopping Days' 
Love. Feck 
Tuxedo Rental 
Jeans N Things 
531 Rrdge 
WIN DINNER FOR TWO IN DOWNTOWN 
BOWLING GREEN. A PLAQUE. TWO UAO 
MOVIE PASSES. AND A RECORD FROM 
FINDERS. JUST ENTER YOUR ROOMMATE IN 
UAO'S ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST. 
ESSAYS DUE APRIL 8 AT THE UAO OFFICE. 
WANTED 
1 or 2 females wanted to share apartment ex- 
tremely dose lo campus lor '87-88 school 
year Cal Mlcheas 372 5178 or Kandi 
353-7501 
1 or 2 female roommetes lo share apt tor 2nd 
five weak summer session Cheap rent, close 
to campus, lurniahed wrth AC Cal 354 5106 
2-3 Gala to sublease partly furnished house on 
Wooster (summei) Reasonable Rent Sue- 
Man/ 352-4420 
Female needed to subleaae house lor summer 
Two blocks Irom campus Only S200 plus 
unties Cal Robei 372 5178 
Going lo MCO or 8GSU this summer' Female 
graa student is looking lor a lemale non- 
smoking roommate lo share an apt in Per- 
rysburg or Maumee areas 382-4113 or 
372-6149 
GRADUATE STUDENTSI 
GSS is looking tor a lew good people lor leader- 
ship in next year's Senate Election lor PRESI 
PENT. VICE PRESIDENT. SECRETARY. AND 
TREASURER will take place April 24 
Norrwneting petitions lor candidates are Due In 
Hie OSS office by 5 pm April 10 
ttlLPII NEED A PLACE TO LIVE 
(PREFERABLY WITH 3 FEMALE ROOM- 
MATES TO SHARE RENT) FOR FALL '87. 
DESPERATE! PLEASE CALL TRICIA AT 
372-OOS1 AFTER • PM AND BEFORE I PM 
MAM 
Looking lor a dependable lemale roommate to 
co-sign apt lease lor summer and next year 
Cal coaact evenings  1 419-668 5057 
Need 2 females lo share room In house close lo 
campus Cal 353 1749 
ONE OR TWO MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED 
FOR 87-88 CALL 2-1340 BETWEEN » 30 
ANO NOON 
Roommate needed lor summer Own bedroom 
n house Onty $100 a month Cal Brian at 
372-4682 or Pete al 353-2836 
ROOMMATED NEEDED FOR SUMMER 
Non-smoking lemale. huge, cheap apartment 
Please cal in evening. 352-1230 
frs'llieee 2 bdrm apt lor summer 
Cal 353 2630 
Wanted 1 or 2 people lo sublet a 1 bedroom 
apt for summer Close to campus tumshed. 
AC . cheap rant Cal 354-5106 
WANTED 2 man apt for fall subleaae or wikng 
lo room with other tor one semester Cal 
352-4474 ask for Dave 
COPY A LOT 
SAVE A LOT 
Klnko's HIM", quantity discounts 
on copies from one original. 
After 100 copies, the rest are 
HALF PRICE! 
k inkers 
QMaK cop*-.*. QMM ptopte. 
113 Railroad St. 
(toMnd D»xtm|    354-3977 
WANTED 2 lemafces to subWa&e (or summer 
Own room*, great, new 'urrMsrted apartments 
CH 353-1406 
WANTED ONE FEMALE TO SUBLEASE ONE 
BEDROOM APT FOR SUMMER, $600. 
WHICH INCLUDES UTILITIES CENTRAL 
LOCATION   CALL 3542810 
HELP WANTED 
BG NEWS ADVERTISING SALES REPS 
lor poamona Summer 1987 and 
198786 academic year Gain valuable 
BIPM experience working at one ol th* 
highest paid fobs on campus Al majors 
may apply Must have car Applications 
svarfabie  214 West Had 
120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer 
Camp »i Pocono Mts . PA Contact Cayuga 
PO Box 234BG. Kenirworth. NJ 07033 
(2011-276-0106 
Accounting $16,000-21.480 yr 
Cal Today Hiring Now 471-1440 
Onryl*e$75 Advance job mlo Job Exchange 
StudenI Discount AvateWe 
Attention students Now taking applications tor 
fun-loving, out-going energetic & honest peo- 
ple Al positions avaasbte st the Toledo high- 
energy nightclub I tun-drinkery Apply at Henry 
J's in person at Glenbyrne Shopping Center dai- 
ly after 7 pm except Tuesdays 
BrrMdeasttng $ 10-1 2 per hr 
Hinng Now Cal today 471-1440 
Only tee $75 Advance rob info Job Exchange 
Student Discount Avasabie 
Cosege student to babysit pt ttrne m exchange 
for 1 bdrm apt Cal 352-9615 
Counselors CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children's 
camp. Northeastern Pennsylvania, offering a 
sptrtted. supportive atmosphere for personal 
growth General and specialty counselors need- 
ed lor Swmmmmg. Sailing. Water-Skiing. Tennis. 
Gymnastics. Teem Sports. Self Defense. Fine 
Arts, Guitar. Drama. Piano. Dance. Ceramics. 
Photography. Nature. Nurse. Group Leaders 
(20 plus) Other jobs available On Campus in- 
terviews Tuesday. April 28th 10am-5pm For 
further info write 12 AUevard St. Lido Beach. 
NY 11581. or cal 516-689-3217 Include 
your school telephone number 
DOCK Worker $1t 50 per hr 
w* train Cal today 471-1440 Only tee $75 
Advance job mfo Job Exchange  Student dis- 
count available 
Doctor's Office -$10 per hr 
Noexper needed Cal 471 1440 
Only Fee $75   Advance fob mfo   Job Ex- 
change Student Discount Available 
Driver $ 11 50 per hr 
Cal now   Hiring now   471-1440 
Onty fee $75 Advance job mfo Job Exchange 
Student Discount Available 
Factory $13 21-hr 
Hiring now Cal Now 4 71 1440 
Only Fee $75 Advance Job Info 
Job Exchange Student Discount Available 
Finance • $20 40.000   yr 
Entry level   Cal now 471-1440 
Only lee $75 Advance K* info Job Exchange 
Student Discount Avertable 
Food Operation* Fall '87 
Pick up applications m the Student Services 
Forum Mon April 13-1 00-5 00 pm. Tues 
Apr 14,6 am-12 noon Completed applications 
must be returned to the appropriate dining hall 
or snack bar by Fri Apr. 17 
Fuil-Pirt Time. $190 per roll taking 
photographs, experience unnecessary. 
35mm camera and film supplied tree. 
1-416-482-2100 Days-€ves-Wknd Ext. 0786 
Qanaral Labor $10-12 per hr 
Need to hire   Cal 471-1440  Only fee $75 
Advance job mfo Job Exchange  Student Dts 
count Available 
Help Wanted Energetic tun-loving people tor 
bartender A floor wafcer positions at Buttons 
Nightclub   Apply alter 8 00pm 
Kmney Shoes is now accepting resumes al the 
diatnet office PO Box 167756. Oregon. OH 
43616-7756 or apply in person at Kinney 
Shoes. SouthwycK Mai lor ful or part-time posi- 
tions for our new Woodland Mali located >n 
Bowkng Green 
Put-In-Bay summer (obs Ice cream parlor. Inter- 
view April 1--20lh. Sally Stevens 
419-7564860 
Summer employment at one of Ohio's hottest 
resort areas The newly restored Island House 
Hotel, the Catawba Island Club A Greenhouse 
Restaurant are looking (or wait staff, bar staff & 
kitchen personnel Above average earnings in 
the beautiful island area of North Coast Ohio 
Please cal or write Pete Salmonson. Food & 
Beverage Director Island House PO Box 787, 
Port Canton, OH 43452   1-800-233-7307 
Thinlung of travetng--see<ng another part of the 
r^jjntryr? Au" Pairs Unfcmrted needs Mother's 
helpers Earn salary plus free room and board 
with ferrules in Metro NYC Area Immediate 
placement, no fees, cal 201-670-7511 
Waitresses. Bus People a Grtl Cooks Evening 
and third shift Apply in person between 
2:00-400  PM at  Bob Evans.   1726   East 
Wooster 
FOR SALE 
12 Piece TAMA Drum Kit. 
Dorm Size Fridg . and 
A Larga Bar For Sale1 
Cal Leo at 353-2148 
CLASSES FOR THE 
JUNE 15 EXAM 
BEGIN MONDAY 
APRIL 13th 
CALL 536-3701 
3550 SECOR RD. 
TOLEDO 
t KAPLAN 
Man " «»rt«K laeXaMNM (mm no 
1077 Monte Carlo New tves. exhaust, brakes 
$500 or best otter Cal 352-8317 
DORM SIZE REFRIQ. WITH CART 
GOOD COND. MS 
WILL DELIVER. 354-4707 
FOR SALE 
Racing. Tnathalon Touring B*e 
Performance Strada by Branch! 
Many Extras. Ex Cond 354-2700 
FOR SALE 
Rscmo Ba»-TREK 560 Pro S I S 
Perfect Tnathalon or Sport b*e 
Many Extras. Brand New 354-2700 
FOR SALE: A-Frame Loft 
Sturdy   construction,    no   movement.   Fire- 
prooled. meets Unvkwsrty codes AskmgSUO 
wl negotiate Call Chris si 2-4664 
Four Chuck fManoone tickets toi Aprs nth, 
3rd and 4th row Mezzanine, once negotiable 
phone 372-5435 
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps lor S44 through 
Hie US govmt ? Get the facts today1 Cal 
1-313-742-1142 ext   1794 
Refrtg-Freerer - 3 5 cu ft . 3 shelves, crisper. 
ice trays. Great Conditoin. Make Offer Cal Don 
or Mark 352-3549 
Tan bucket seat covers - $75 
Buy one Skier got! weekend lo Boyne Ml Mien 
lor  2  -  $400 value  $250    Sherwood cal 
stereo--$150 Negotiable Dave 372-5666 
Two Dress Formats size 10-12. Great lor 
University Baa Price negotiable Cal Teresa al 
352 0953 Cal alter 10 00 PM 
WHITE PARAKEET. CAGE. FOOO ANO ALL 
ACCESSORIES FOR SALE. CHEAPII ALMOST 
NEWII CALL 353-00S1 OR 372-5420 AFTER 0 
AND BEFORE 9 
FOR RENT 
RENT    TOUR    SUMMER    APARTMENTS 
NOWI 
Special Rates Avsllsble 
Cell Newlove Rentals 
352-5S20 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
Assortment ot msny spts. 
4 duplexes lor summer A 
tall rentals. CALL NOW 
for choice apis. 354-2260 
Office located at 319 E. Woostsr 
GEORGETOWN MANOR 
800 3rd Street 
Fuly turrsshed 2 bdrm apts lor 
1987-88 Free heal & air cond 
Reasonable rates   1 & 2 bdrm units 
available lor summer 1987  FREE AIR 
CONDITIONING CALL 352-4966 
1 a 2 bedroom turmshed spts tor summer a 
1987-88 school year S a V Rentals 
352-7454 
2 bdrm spt  lor sublease in summer  Furnish- 
ed, pool, clubhouse. A C Call 352-0375 
2 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED APT LOW 
ELECTRIC BILLS. GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
DISHWASHER FIVE MINUTE WALK TO CAM- 
PUS 9 OR 12 MONTH LEASE AVAILABLE 
CALL 354 0625 OR 354 3533 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT TO 
SUBLEASE SUMMER '87 FREE HEAT. 
WATER. CABLE AC MAYS RENT PAID-801 
5THNO 6 352 0957 
2 spaces available in house tins summer 
(lemalei On Wooster across irom Rodgers 
Many extras & low rent Cal immediately 
353-0010 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE 
FOR SUMMER 87   CHEAP' 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL 353 2148 
422 N Prospect. 4 bdrm house. $500 Sum- 
mei. $2 350 Fal Sem . $2,350 Winter Sem 
Cal 782-5451 
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTING tor 
school year 87-88 Furnished or unfurnished 2 
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month leases 
available Rent is $530 a month lor 9 month or 
$475 month for 12 monlh Summer rent is 
$500 per apartment Cal Tim at 352-7182 or 
354-1035 
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS 
Next lo Aspen Wine Restsursnt 
2 bdrm --turn a unfurn 
Cal Tom 352-4673 days 
352-1800 eves 
FOR RENT   1 bedroom apl   5 bedroom house 
lor Summer Term 1-267-3341 
Quiet. Specious, t bedroom apartment on Clay 
St FREE UTILITIES Must Sublease immediate- 
ly! 353-5514 anytime 
Steve Smith Apt Renlals-9 $ 12 month leases 
aval 1987-88 school year 352-8917 262 
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm duplex $310 > util 530 
Manvae-3bdrm hse $310«utl 605FifthSt 
Apt A-4 bdrm tri ptex $450 S uM 
Sublease apt lor summer One bdrm Furnish- 
ed, air cond. very close to campus Cal 
352-9620 after 5 30 pm 
3 month ■ 
Apartments starting at $180 per mo 
Ph 352-7365 
Two bedroom, furnished apartments for the 
87-88 school year 352 2663 
Two-bedroom apt. on E. Merry tor sublease this 
summer Perfect lor 2 or 3 people Rent Nego 
Cal eves 353-7905 
University Vllage Apl lor 1987-88 
School Year Groups ol 3 or 4 
352-0164 
Vary large 1 bedroom apartment to aublaese 
■Ms summer. Vary affordable. Great apart- 
ment tor 1 or 2 lomalea. Next year'a lease Is 
■mi siaiiabia H you want to stay. Csll April 7 
ot • (tram • till 5 ONLY) 372-2301. Lane 
messsge tor Ma Johnsoo. 
imwHiiK! 
■ 1 and 2 Bed Lofts 
* Refrigerators 
• Couches and Chairs 
*stWM#lfHJn* 
SCHEDULE YOUR STORAGE AT 
Th* Union. 3rd Floor. Fort Room 
on April 13,14,15,17,20,21.27.28 
lM-Spitl 
OR OIL 
LOFT CONSTRUCT I ON 
332-MM 
■x 
